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Proposal questioned

Cable commission
hearsd public views
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CALLOWAY QUEEN CANDIDATES - Calloway County High
School will crown its 1903 Basketball Homecoming Queen from
among six candidates Friday night. The candidates'are (from left,
front row) Erin Burke, junior, daughter of Donald and Theresa
Burke; Regina Morris, senior, daughter of Max E. and Shirley Morcis;(back row)Jane.Suns,junior.;ilughter of Ray and CarolSims;
Jill Childress, junior, daughter of Edgar and Faye Childress, Jill
Johnson, senior, daughter of Jim and Janice Johnson; and Christy

McCallon, senior, daughter of Joe Pat McCaUoin. The queen will be
crowned by last year's queen, Christreiale, between the junior varsity and Varsity games with Lone Oak in Jeffrey (Iymnasium. The
class of 1978 class will be honored at the game. Class members asked
to sign in at admissions gate and visit with friends at the hospitality
room during halftime,.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

Jobs legislation moves through Congress
By MIKE SHANAHAN
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON i AP
Emergency jobs legislation
recommended by President
Reagan and modified by
Democrats is speeding toward
quick congressional action, and is
likely to clear the House within
two weeks.
House Democratic leaders

agreed Monday to accetit the
recession relief measure proposed
by President Reagan's senior advisers last week.
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill Jr
said House Democrats will likely
add about $1 billion to the $4.:1
billion Reagan jobs proposal._ and.
then later approve a long-term
employment measure the president is almost sure to oppose.

Gov. Brown's secretaries' pay
found in violation of state law
FRANKFORT, Ky. 1AP) -- Extra salaries being paid to all but
two of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
Cabinet secretaries violate state
law, according to a legislative
committee chairman.
Rep. Mark D. O'Brien, I)Louisville, said Monday that state
law prohibits paying public officials two salaries.
Brown pays all but two of his
Cabinet secretaries an extra
$2,500 a year as "special
assistants," according to a study
by the Joint Interim Committee on
State Government, which O'Brien
chairs.
That, in addition to their regular
ialaztes of $49,875, amounts to
more than the governor's $50,000
salary.
State law, O'Brien said. "seems

to be pretty explicit that you can't
pay higher than the tgoverniur.sa
statutory salary," O'Brien said.
Brown's general counsel, Rush
Dozier, said the limitation applies
only to the secretaries' regular
salaries and does not prohibit additional payments for other
duties.
O'Brien said it might cost too
much for the legislature to go to
court to collect the $31.625 that will
be paid in second salaries this
year.
But he suggested the 1984
General Assembly change the law
to prevent dual salaries in future
administrations.
"Without that," he said. you
could have a sweetheart deal, you
could bring someone in and pay
them whatever you wanted."

For now, however. .there was

broad agreement among
Republicans and Democrats in
Congress .and at the White House
that some form of quick aid should
be signed into jaw within the next
several weeks to help the jobless
and those unable to pay for food or
lodging
O'Neill said House Democratic
leaders agreed it was necessary
to move the measure quickly, in
order that we bring relief to those
AmerWans who •must
suffer through this winter without
the basics of food and shelter
Senate Majority I.eader Howard'
Baker of Tennes.see. !louse

Minority' 1.eader 4ob Nlictiel of If
!mum and other tit lelulers werp
to meet with Reagaii today to
discuss specifics isf the ittratire
- Among the items In livag.to.,
proposal w err
had
threatened to %•eto when a job,
. hilt
was approved ti !louse ilitrine
last year's
k session
Congress
Conceding that .1 majority if
Democrats in thr House Kali( a
brliader. more cAperisivc jobs
package, o'Neill said
,
-:1'his is. not Ow best roil we
"fleinocrats t-ould write. but it may
br the best bill we can enact into
law"

Chamber,South Central Bell
sponsor free training seminar
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce and South
Central Bell will co-sponsor an Effective Business Conunutticaumi,

Seminar on Tuesday. Feb. 22
The seminar will offer an ex,
cellent training opportunity (4)1
those who regularly use the
telephone as part of their work
responsibility, and wish to make
more effective use of it ItiStruc

non will cover helpful hints on
handling difficult telephone situations and improving listening
skills, as well as the basics of

courteous and efficient responses
to routine calls
Two SCSS1011s are schetiulett to
be held in the auditorium at thE
Murray State Universit% Center
pm
at II a in and i
th,
bons can be made 11.
Chamber of Commerce at 753
5171.
Cheryl /fender-ton, rtfuratttprial
representative for South Central
Bell, will conduct the program All
area businesses, regardless of
size, are invited to take ath antagc
uf this free seminar
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Calloway, Trigg counties described

Slide show focuses on local history
By CHARLES HONEY
of West Kentucky,as texts have been sketchy on thc
Staff Writer
subject. Further, through the program presenta
Econtanic history,dry? Don't bet on it'.
Wins they hoped to -blend scholarship and a
The colorful Program ready to he Presented at the
popular mode of presentation," in Cartwright s
Callaway County Public Library is far from the
words.
sober charts and graphs one usually associates with
"We wanted to show you can use sophisticated
the subject. For this second Phase of a lead NAM
historical methodologies and yet present the results
project alms to show that sophisticated historical
in a way the general public can both understand and
MethedelelD'cell he Presented in an Interesting way
feel interested in." The results have been satisfyto the general public.
ins, as the program on local settlement patterns
That hYPelhoiss. ibloklei-bet-berrer eue-bran err-harbeen sisovor-to -Mott/ro4i . clubs and ltota-6
thistles& public response,judging from the attracaudiences who have responded positively And
sithscresenn-plesigisas graphics that were
-almost every time we show it we learn something
erected Mender They will MM.Wong with &gidefrom someone in the audience," Cartwright said
tape show, as the basis for a program to be
The first program was on display at the state
presented this Thursday night at 7:30 p.m.
library and archives this feu.
Volunteers of the Library are the program's hosts.
.... Thursdays program will feature a 20-minute
Entitled "Making a Living in the lilts- A Look
slide-tape show and a display of 16 graphics depicgt Two Wed Kentucky Counties." the program is
ting different occupations, maps, and lists of the
the wend Phase of a project huldid by the Kankinds of work Calloway and Trigg residents engagWelty Elsensnities Council, and- carried out by the
ed in daring the line Lawson will be on hand to

Moray State University Department at-History
and TVA1 Leod Between the'akes. reaming on
Calloway mid Trigg maim It fellows a similar
program ea kcal settlement pattern that he.been
promoted continuo*kr the past year.
Ressorch for heft projects hes been conducted by
MON Lawson,
1SitT sedal and cultural
Werke. as and apnoea oholistem Jee Cartwiled saw a mad kr mere herd dela m the Watery

an

71,

answer questions following the slide-tape show
The graphicsinhibit was produced by the joint etforts of several persons. Com Lamm bad written
the-results of Ms research, which consisted largely
al poring over oticrofikood ON census records in
the Pogue Library this anomie. It was time to
adapt the.. !hidings to a pogrom. This involved
Lawson's wort** with Patty Alm,graphics coorMoaned On P11110I)

Malian aUviall
irs Ike ISSO'e
I 0041 at TW1s
tiro Koostiockir
ountiot

A LOOK AT TWO COUNTIES -(Prom loft) Carol Rothman, Mike Rowland, Patty Alva, and Joe Cartwrigld week on one of the displays describing Calloway and Trigg Comities to be teetered daring a program
Tboreday.at the Calloway County Public Library.
Staff photo by Charles Honey
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Judge blocks ruling

Reactions toward 'squeal law'differ

•

TOBACCO PROFITS — Brian Shell and Allyson Bolin hold their profits from the dark-fired tobacco crop
their grandfathers. Harvey Ellis and Herman Kelly Ellis, planted for them. The children helped with the
growing and harvesting of the crop.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon

NEW YORK I AP) — Civil libertarians applauded a federal court
ruling that blocks the scocalled
"squeal rule" for teen-agers who
receive contraceptives, but one
religious leader said the decision
could drive a wedge into the
Amencan family
US District Judge Henry
Werker on Monday temporarily
blocked the Reagan administralion rule from going into effect as
planned Feb. 25. The rule would
have required federally funded
family-planning clinics to notify
parents when teen-age children
receive contraceptives
-There is little doubt that the
plaintiffs will suffer irreparable
harm from the operation of the .
regulation" issued by the Depart
ment of Health and Human Setvices, Werker said.
Russell Mack, a spokesman for
the Department of Health and
Human Services in Washington.
declined to comment on the decision until officials received formal
notification.
A layvyr for the government

said federal authorities wen't
sure if the ruling would apply outside New York state, but
spokesmen for the plaintiffs said
the ruling was "nationwide in
The state of New York, its
health department, two doctors,
and the Medical and Health
Research Association had filed
joint suits against the department.
challenging the regulation's constitutionality.
"We're delighted about it," said
Ira Glasser. executive director of
the American Civil Liberties
Union, after the decision. The
ACLU provided legal assistance to
some of the plaintiffs.
"We said from the i)eginning
that the regulation was illegal and
unauthorized by Congress."
Abortion advocate Bill Baird.
who was a party to birth control
cases decided by the U.S.
Supreme Court in the 1960s. called
the ruling "a victory" and criticized the regulation as part of what
he called a Reagan administration
"war against women's rights and

Dark-fired tobacco crop brings late Edward Albee production
to be presented Feb. 24-26
Christmas present to two children on Murray State campus

a little tat 'fir
Christinatwo Calloway County , hil,tren and
It was a 1902. dark -fired tobacco
rip, riot Santa-"Claus. that
delo.ered the present
Thanks to the crop arid the
foresight and hard work irs the
parts of their grandfathers Herman Kelly Ellis and Harvey Ellis,
Ally slits I14 )1111 :and Brian Shell
ti deposited a $2,000 profit
of trwat hthacia.; Crop utiluar savings
Ilerrii.in Ellis. first cousin of
liar% cy Ellis and grandfather or
,SIls soli strongly believes that
there is great potential in tobac,
farming Harvey and I 14 ant our
grand, hilren. as well as farmers
a, western Kentucky . to realize
the potential in a tuba, ii, lop
With the right amount of applied
effort. toba, ii 1 •011111sa r thr
fsiriiss'r s' EillS said
A, ording to Ihrinan Ellis,
Harvey Ellis was the super sir in

the youngsters' tobacco evil, Tlw
seven-tenths acre of type 23 dark
fired tobacco was set in southwest
Calloway County in May. and
under direction of Harvey Ellis, a
rria s!MIMI aIl1011flt of fertilizer
Was administered

The 1.4.4.H-established draught tif
1'012 brought extremely dry conditions to faroi land and especially
tobaccil plots, however, this did
not' pot the Lrratutchitctren out of
the ti)bac,•0 business because
Harvey Ellis hauled hundreiLs of
gallons of te Cti, the tobacco site
for irrigatiiins purjsises
ilarvey and I took our grand, hildren to the bank and arranged
loau . to, put out the (Tip The
(illicit-en were very much part of
this -endeavor Not ousl did trir .
learn how much it 'Wit to start the
crop, they also gamed a valuable
less,,n w hen they had to reimburse
the hank after they realized their

gross profits

Allyson
daughter of Ann Kelly and Joe
Kohn , and Brian I son of Vicky
Shell and Jack Shell ) gathered experience in the field actual.,
working in the tobacco. It was
good for them to do that hard
work It made them understand
the necesity for sweat of the brow
in a successful crop," Ilertilan
Ellissaid_
After crop harvesting and curing, the toba so WAN taken to Kennedy IA.af, Mayfield, and auctioned It brought top dollar of $1.80
per pound which is.calculated to
mean the crop was bought at
$5.723 per al . re
The Ellis risen are life-long agribusinessmen if Calloway County.
Herman Ellis is involved in his
business, Ellis Popcorn. Harvey
Ellis has recently retired as vicepresident of Peoples Bank

Clarks condition upgraded to fair
SALT LAKE CITY AP ,
Barney Clark spent his 7rith ,lay
with a mechanical heart in a
private room with a view of Great
Salt Lake today. after his condition was upgraded from serious to
fair for the first time sin, e his
pioneering operation
Doctors N 011.I. predict V4 111•II
Clark. will be able to leii.e the
hospital, but the move out ,,f the
intensive ran' UM( M11,1141ily Is

seen as a first step in adapting oes upational therapist to conduct
hlf11 IO hiMil' care," said John
his daily exercise regimen and
Dwan. 1.7roversity of I tabs Mellicalr-<'provide a more normal and
Center spokesman
restful environment in which to
. It's good news and it's a regain his strength," °wan said.
iiiisitive step for him, but I don't
The room is a standard one, but
want an overreaction. We don't a compressed air outlet has been
want everytxxly to think he's go- installed to hook up to the 375ing horne right away because he pound compressor unit that drives
he said
Clark's heart, Dwan said (lark is
Doctors decided that moving tethered by 6-foot hoses to the
Clark. to a private room would heart for life
make it easier for his physicarand

Farm bureau director Wade
to speak to Rotary Thursday
James Robert Wade, farmer
and dire, tor of the Anieri, an and
Kentucky Farm Bureau Federations. will be the featured speaker
at the Rotary (lot, luriche,in
meeting at noon Thursday
Wade served five y ears as
K FRE president 1 le also is as
chairman of the rops committee
and a 1111'1,11r' s.f wveral other
committees
(*Norman of the board of Wade
Farms Inc . he farms 1,500 acres
in Simpson l'ounty , SpeCIalIfIng Sri
seed and grain with tobacco and
rattle as a secondary part of its
farming operation
Wade also 'serves as chairman
of the board for Wade Farms
Trucking Division, a subsidiary of
Wade Farms Inc. The trucking
operation is equipped to furnish
tractor/trailer rigs in vanous
commodities in and out of Kentucky

James Robert Wade
He also has positions on several
other companies and committees.
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-Who's Afraid of VirginiaWoolf" by Edward Albee, will be
presented by the Murray State
University Theatre in the Robert
E. Johnson Theatre Feb. 24-26. •
The curtain time for each even-'
ing's performance will be 8 p.m.
A chilling drama dealing with
the psychological and emotional
decay of a middle-aged couple,
this play reveals the savagery
behind- the Scenes of a small
The action centers around
George, a history professor and
his wife, Martha. She is six years
older than George, a fact he will
not let hen- forget. She is also the
daughter of the college president,
a-fact she willnot let him forget.
George is, in:Martha's opinion,
a failure, academically impotent,
because he has no desire to take
over the presidency of the college.
George feels nothing but contempt
.lor the college and for Martha's
father
Other _factors fueling the action
are revealed as George ancL-Mertha taunt each other unmercifully.
The comments become, progressively more bloodthirsty, as
in Martha's remark to George
that "if you existed I'd divorce
you." Their game of oneupsmanship turns more biting and
cruel.
Into this web enter' Nick and
Honey, a young new faculty
member and his wife. By the time
Nick and Honey realize what they
have gotten themselves into, it is

Cable contract...
(Continued From Page 11
If there IN a question about a program's containing obscenity it can
be tape-delayed and edited, he
said. However, he added, "If a
persons gets on I live TV and
starts spouting obscenities, the only thing we can do is cut hun off"
Except for enforcing those
rules, the program director will
not edit or censor programs, he
said.
The new system will be built to
have "two-way capability," so
that it eventually could provide
for TV viewer- participation in
such programs as council
meetings, Morgan said. However,
the proposed contract contains a
subscriber privacy protection
clause, providing the two-way
capability will be disconnected at
no cost upon the customer's request, Overbey pointed out.
Chairman Jim Garrison explained that the commission had
considered pushing for a provision
that subscribers who wished to

stay with the current 12 channels,
at the current rate of 67.95, be able
to do so. However, studies showed
that in cities such as Paducah and
Bowling Green where that was
allowed, it was virtually never requested. Therefore the commission considered it was not worth
fighting for.
ATC would have raised its rate
to $6.95 for the current service
anyway, had not the new agreement been reached, he added.
The cable company can make
no change in its programming
without commission approval,
Garrison said. If a channel is lost
because of the network's
withdrawing it, it will be replaced
new one as soon as possible,
-- a
he said.

too late for them to rescue
themselves.
"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf" will be directed by _James
I. Schempp, associate professor of
Speech and Theatre. He says that
the- play is "a very important
piece of dramatic literature.
Much of what we see today, onthe
stage, the screen and even television, has been infuenced by this
play." He also said that this play
Ls recommended for adult audiences only.
Playing the parts of George and
Martha will be Dr. Tracy Harrington and Linda Begley, both of
Murray. Harrington, who is the
director of the Teaching and
Media Resources Center at MSU
has appeared in a number of plays
with the Murray:Calloway County
Community Theatre. This production will mark his first appearance on the stage of the
Johnson Theatre.
Begley is a graduate student in
the Department of Speech and
Theatre. She was in the recent
world premiere of "Caterpillars".
by Ben Bradford.
The parts of Nick and Honey
will be played by John Doerge,
Harrisburg, Ill., and Kani Jo
Spencer, Brookport, Ill. Doerge
has appeared in a number of productions at MSU, including "The
Seagull." For Spencer, this will be
her first time on the stage atoMurray. Both are undergraduate
students at MSU.
Reservations for this production
may be made after Feb. 21 by call,
ing the box office at 762-6797. All
seats will be reserved, and
Schempp urged patrons to make
their reservations early..
Admission will be $3 or by
season ticket.

University student
charged with theft
by unlawful taking
A Murray State University student was charged with theft by
unlawful taking in connection with
allegedly shoplifting items from
Kroger, Central Center, Monday
afternoon.
Melissa Krueger, 19, a resident
of Springer Hall on the university
campus, was charged by Murray
City Police and released on her
own bond after a time was set for
her appearance in court.

young people's rights."
Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Calif.,
chain:mut of a House Energy and
Commerce subcommittee on
health,said he was elated,
"No one except the Reagan administration and their 'Moral Majority' supporters like the 'squeal
rule,"' he said.
But the Rev. Edwin O'Brien.
director 4of communications for
the Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of New York. said the ruling could
drive "a wedge between members
of families, whatever the good intentions of the judge are...
"To allow a third party to
prescribe medicine or internal
devices is reaching well trito the
sacred precincts of family life"
and "is going to weaken the family," O'Brien said.
Werker ruled the regulation "is
invalid beeause it contradicts and
subverts the intent of Congress,"
which had provided funds to fight
the problems of teen-age pregruincy. He also said that the rule
woidd keep adolescents from getting birth control but wouldn't
stop them from having sex.
A spokesman for state Attorney
General Robert Abrams said the
ruling was "nationwide in scope."
That view was supported by Rhonda C,opelon, an attorney for the
Center for Constitutional Rights,
which took part in the case.

Authorities silent
about Hinckley
WASHINGTON 4 AP
—
Authorities are refusing to say
what substance John W. Hinckley
Jr. swallowed that almost killed •
him in his third apparent attempt
at suicide since he shot President
Reagan 22 months ago.
But a stomach pump removed
most of the toxic substance from
his system, doctors say, and Hinckley, 27, is listed in fair condition
at Greater Southeast Community
Hospital,
Dr. James Levy, president of
the hospital., said Hinckley came
close to dying. Only speedy attention saved him, he said.
But Levy, at a news' briefing
Monday afternoon, said he lacked
permission from either Hinckley
or his lawyers to disclose the
nature of the substance that Hinckley swallowed.
Nor were the circumstances
disclosed. Police and authorities
are investigating how Hinckley
was able to hide anything
poisonous from them.
Normally, he is kept under
observation at St. Elizabeths
Hospital, the federal mental institution. He has been confined
there since his acquittal last June
on grounds of insanity in the
March 30. 1981 shooting of
Reagan, his press secretary,
James Brady. a Secret Service
agent and a Policeman.

Fire destroys
Bray residence
A late Saturday morning fire of
undetermined origin destroyed
the home of Don Bray, Highway
2110'east of Murray.
According to Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad reports; the
fire started in the utility room of
the year-old one-story brick structure. The house was engulfed with
flames when squad members arrived.
The home's hot water heater
reportedly burst Friday filling the
house with smoke. The Brays put
out the fire and spent the night at
another residence, the squad
spokesman said.
Sixteen men with four trucks
were at the scene 3's hours. There
were no injuries.

History...

(Continued From Page I)

chnator for LBL, to negotiate what illustrations to
use. Graduate assistant John Watson had spent
severe weeks over the summer finding illustrations from the period for potential use.
With Alvey designing the details of the graphics
display, Carol Hoffman, a graduate student in
print-making, and freelance artist Mike Rowland
made the silkscreens. Alvey wrote the copy for the
graphics exhibit, and Dick Paterson, director of
LBL's Golden Pond Visitors Center, wrote the
script for the slide-tape show.
Speaking of the artists-consultants, Cartwright
said. "I've been impressed with their ability to take
Hughlee scholarship and offer suggestions as to
how we might best sat the point across using
graphics"
Lawson, obviously pleased as the graphics
display was being assembled Monday,said the process of transforming his research Into a program
presentation was the most exciting part of the project for him.
"A tremendous amount of work went into this,"
Lawson said, as the le graphics were put into
frames and latched together.
Much of the work was contributed labor,for while
the Humanities Council grants were among the
largest it has provided, those grants were matched
with in-kind services by MSU and LBL personnel.
Cartwright pointed out. About SAO went into the
graphics exhibit, not including the unpaid labor that

contributed to it.
Lawson put in about two and one-half months of
full-time research this simuner, comparing different censuses and feeding the data to a computer.
He recorded occupations, the cash value of landowners' real estate, the value of farmers'
livestock and crops, and other suchdata. The result
Is sound statistics on who owned how much land,
what occupations persons worked at, and a general
profile of the two counties' economies. Trigg's was
the more complex economy because of its greater
amount of river-related employment.
Though it has been known that hogs were an important part of the early local economy, Lawson
was surprised to find just how important they were
compared to the value of tobacco. Such findings
contribute to a work of local history that can be examined critically, as distinct from folk or oral
history, Lawson explained..
Lawson and Cartwright hope to get funding from
a larger source, the National Endowment for the
Humanities, for a third phase of the project. That
would itzamine the community life of the area — its
schools, organizations, stares,lama,life. and 10 an
— from the early days on up to the present.
The exhibit for the new program will be on
display at the library through the end of IrsIxruary.
The first program on settlement patterns,as well as
the new one, are available for presentation to any
interested group.
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Economic gains
may be at hand

•

If. as it is said, ours is an economic civilization. a
arge measure of societal vigor must be ascertained
rom the sometimes tedius indicators. A paramount
vncern for Americans and millions more around
.he globe now is what to expect amidst the worst
!COSOMIC recession in some 40 years. Are hire signs
if recovery or must hard times lie ahead into the inlefinite future'
Watchman, what of the night'
The word coming in is good, uncommonly good.
After serveral tremulous, sporadic upturns in re:sent months, the long-awaited recovery appears to
be at hand, solid and broad-based. There have not
been so many good signs in several years.
The ordinarily dull economic indicators make
fascinating reading these days:
Real sales during the fourth quarter rose at a 3.2
percent annual rate, the best performance since the
first quarter of 1981. The Wharton Baseline projects
a surge in durable-goods purchases and residential
investment and a sharp increase in inventory investment. Wharton expects the gross national product to rise at a healthy 4.1 percent annual rate during the second half of the year.
Automobile sales and homebuilding,- which triggered the economc slide during 1981-82, are rebounding strongly, thanks in large part to lowering interest rates. Auto sales increased 15.5 percent during the final half of last year and housing starts
skyrocketed 41.7 percept. The physical inventory of
unsold new single-family homes is at its lowest level
since 1971.
Not all indicators are positive, to be sure, and the
recovery will have some bumps. Although new
unemployment insurance claims have dropped to
their lowest level since August 1981, the jobless rate
is more than 10 percent and expected to remain
there for most of this year and the next. Moreover,
working Americans are pressed by weak income
growth: The wage and salary component of personal income increased only 2.8 percent last year.
And excise tax increases agreed to in 1982 by the
Reagan administration will reduce discretionari
consumer purchasing power by about $4 billion.
Still, the optimism we voice is being substantiated in an unusually convincing way. Alice Rivlin,
director of the Congressinal Budget Office announced a few days ago without equivocation that "the
recessin is ending."
With the inflation rate down to 3.9 percent, the
lowest in a decade, and the prime rate down to 11
percent and continuing to decline, the economic
pieces are in place for econqrpic growth, which can
reduce the fedeal deficit more effectively than any
combination of new taxes and spending cuts.
Nevertheles, Washington's peculiar time warp
has Ftepubicans as well as democrats lagging
behind these affirmative developments. For example, a $1 billion federal jobs program that House
Speaker Thomas P. O'Neill trumpeted last year has
jumped already to about $7 billion and is still growing.
Strangely, only days after President Reagan submitted his budget to Congress. administration
spokesmen were dropping hints on Capitol Hill that
they would consider cuts in defense spending, might
go along for the first time with the Democrats' jobs
program, and might compromise further after the
Democrats present their spending and taxation
plans.
Incredibly, the administration appears to be conceding defeat to the discredited spending panaceas
of the Democrats at the very brink of a spectacular
Victory, having conquered inflation and high interest rates, and pulled the 'country through a hard
time. Instead of retreating from a battlefield that is
his, President Reagan ought to sound a loud bugle
call to rally his dispirited and compromising forces.
He should charge ahead under his proud conservative banner.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. gorrott

How a team of TV news commentators could
well have analyzed the Gettysburg Address
4: MLA
I'm indebted to my friend. Ed
Chrtsman, for this He picked it up
somewhere on some of his recent and
distant travels. It is entitled, -The
Noise Boys and Honest Abe "
And with last Saturday being the
174th anniversary of the birth of the
assassinated 16th President of the
Uruted States, I thought this would be
about as good a time as any to share
it with you in the event you haven't
already seen it.
Now, if you feel anything like I do
you can't help but resent the
sometimes infuriating and sekioni
enlightening anayLsys by news commentators immediately after the
President or some highly-placed
government official has delivered an
important address or made NOME"farreaching,- significant statement on
television.
Don't you feel it kind of insults your
intelligence" I do After all. I have
sat there, hanging onto every word
and with my full concentration glued
to the set throughout the speech.
think I know pretty much what was
said and what was meant.
But as soon as it is over, here'sjtus
team of pedantic clowns tying up
another 30 minutes or so of network
time trying to tell MC what the President really meant, what he didn't
mean, what- he meant to-have- sat&
what he didn't say that he" should
have and on and on
That's the beauty of that knob on
the TV set. You can twisreni right
out of your living room, and I
generally do.
• • •
What's all this 'got to do: with
Abraham I.incoln7
Have you ever wondered what the
TV "experts- would have said
following Mr. Lincoln's historic address at Gettysbore
The following is a tongue-in-chi'.k

account of Just such an analysis
Imagined by colunuu.st Jenkin
Jones in The Washington Star-News
and entered,in the Congressmal
Record by Congressman Robert Mc(story of Illinois.
It begins with your 1864 television
set showing Mr Lincoln winding up
his short address with.
and that government of the
people, by the people. for the people
shall not perish from the earth "
Then the commentators appear on
the screen and one of them speaks
"Good afternoon. ladies and
gentlemen Lin Everett Eyebrow in
Washington anti the Blue Network
has Just brought you live the. speech
of President I aneoln at the dedication
of the Getty shurg.Military.Cemetery.
'To analyte the President's
remarks. I have iii the studio my colleagues. Samuel Stiletto- and, Ihrk
Smirk: On the split screen:, you ran
see the President getting into his.carriage 'and the
well.'t thought
rather disappointed listeners dispersing. But that's itist one man's opinion, I'd like to hear from Sam
• • •
$TILF:rn I -You'll have to Make
that two men's opinion, Ev You
heard the small smattering of upplause, and I think the television au.
Aimee- Wa./4 ft/A*44 a.%-ktilivriw41 1)4
the (petty sburg crowd that the speech
-was over almost as soon as it twgan.
sml
we've got to be fair to
the President, Ev After all, he
followed Edward Everett'N brilliant.
two-hour speech, and. obviously he
cOuldn't top one of Anwrica's grea;
orators Besides. every time. Sir Lincoln tries to get eloquent, he seems to
come out stilted...
EYEBROW "Right you are, Dirk
Take the Wig he started NS rein:irks
'Fourscore and seven %verY man
willing to ilear woidifhave simply

said. Eight -se% en And I thought he
was groping for v.,a411 at tunes. like
We Cantii 1t
rate, % callf101
hallo% That's SA%'1111.: the ',Mlle thing
tat, different % al s 1)00 loll agice,
Sane that although the speech vk
short there w.IN SuIlle padding in it"Sill ETTI)
Exactly Take
'government of the people. by the
people
the people ' Popular
gli% eminent' would have said it it h ii
two yt oils and democracy • in one
But what disappointed me Fv.-was
not ha-t the President 5.1141. but o hat
he didn't
Eli. I )irk
• • •
SMIRK
flials the tug
Sam liere's the countr. In an awful
mess after two blood'. %ears People
are looking to the I'resident fora way _
out They, are riotuli; against the
draft in Nt'll York Fits and a lot of
disgusted soldiers are going over the
hill and heading %est JONI %hid did
the President is the PCOple this
•••

adtern1114

I

•

You can't say that he
didn't give them a few
phrases.
Dirk I ikt. unfinished work so far
nobly advanuor and 'great'task re
:naming before us' and last full
flied stilt' of dvvt,tion:
"But what meaningful and
revalant guidelines did he give us for
either-winning This Vilic or ending it
511BK "I thought it ironic anti
more than a little impertinent that
Mr Lincoln should come _ to I ;et
tysburg with vague getter:411hr%
There were no vague • generalities
about a hat happened Own.
;More than 23.000 of our lads weir
killed or wounded and In-re i. ulilt
back iii Virginia with his arms
intact Ed say we're Just about where
we were two years aga How about it,
EC"
That's probahly
why the speech 55.1`, so short, sain
STi

I .et's tie fair to the_President It %
made as much 4if a fiasco out , .1 this
war as hi- has. what 1.1111111 '.on do but
make a short speech lie ert a vets
commanding exile(.11, e•t, 4'1% ,111111.•
months and he takvs
rots .it-iiit
across the l'“toni.o And 111,‘•• it
Whitt turi Ali
1.in, oln really ,.4%
the
• • •
S1.
1 I 1.ET1
I -.impost hi , ould
say . keep on tly ing. but !wallet he
nor aril 0111'
V. ant I. pitt it
so Halal% Si' tic Sig it is 101its
dellii,atell
Like

111111-11.41Selt

that

.11•‘,11114111

Vie 11111st
that

Vil"

highly resolve
This .111 .14LIN up, ot
ui si
more of the same I %%,,tilkItirt 5'.,it'
mit aim wank; .111 Inv I'l-r.1.14.ft1 •
mouth, but it SrellIN t41
that
s hai•
he really implied this afternoon %%.4Jiang on, and may be Ell think ,tt
something You' turn I ink
SNIttik. Well, I tltink,again, that
V.e.I.t• gilt to tie V.'I% faii I. th, Pie
dent I maintain he was not , !Au e.v
restani!iible for the %kat Itc vkas .4
countr), LlV.% er_a II till
joke telling and / 1iie 111111 4 4!''
gressman who %%05 1111111.111/%
accidents to the puma,Ii t
at a time when a cool head and Ai:,
ell 11.11141 %%err ttelllet".111'1% 114-1•.1. A
he V.a•r 4-144I, I.444 -of4.rfortnant e like this .ott
old(' finish
hal it
II y
EVElittoW
1 '111
time is up I. think S:nti
his finger on it But in hilt l'h 1•1`.
ing the Pi esident
TA,. tI. I11.1
iill,' part it his spec, bit.
t
"To'
%Ill lll)ji- t
that tin, ‘‘11,1,
Ad
witted that thy 5Sf 1.,1 %%ill
non loin! kertienilici 'Aka
1n,l no% .tfi
Inc...sal..
1r:i
1. t:Io
w, ourpn
sosto ch,oillot".,

littiSt

woo

114Y, Mk St ARE
OE PRESIDPOn Big RIEW
PANEL ON An MIT46. IN
DR1YING PAST YOUR i.ovr.o
WM!, WE NITICED "10 HAVE
A RATHER LARGE MD MOUS
BACK YAR('..

thoughts
In season

.„
By Ken Wolf
11111Ij!
What is the
Wilt 'wing!' all% speaking th.lt 4 .11I
11.1pPell to a polit:t al S1111•111,
411,11r religious i atlit
It is certainly not to be ignot ed. fto
radii al%
real ones
esp.' t Mat
After all, the majority IS fly% it
rect.
pure. Ilr-V.V1 real's" in
terested in truth If most people arc
agalfINI 111111. the Ilaollcal is l'% en IntlIe
certain that he is urrect
The worst thing that eau happen til
a genuine Owl is to ha% t• his ideas
'accepted Such Is hinted
this
and
rentark by the famous
pioneering ph% si‘ ist Albert Einstein
To punish me for my contempt
for authority, Fate has made
MP an authority myself
If it is true • and it is at I , .1, 1 (tom
one Western point of
that all
societies need rebels, 4 haller,f s
the established order, af1.11.1,.phyl,
II Is ilINO true that such [tropic nerd
for then' Inner equilibrium a ..s i u
ts that will reject
it le.e.t
resist them

looking back into murray's past
Ten years ago
Charles Hussung, son of Dr and
Mrs. Karl Hussung, has been named
a finalist in National Merit Scholarship Competition. • He is a senior at
Murray High School.
Deaths reported include Joseph
Columbus Dawson, 80, Mrs. Alice
Kenley, 84, and Mrs. Myrtle II
Calhoon,75.
A special feature on the collection
of odd-shaped tools of Paul Buchanan
is published. The story and pictures
were by David Hill.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Pulley, Feb 12,
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ernie Don
Lindsey,Feb. 14.
Dr. Morgan Sisk, assistant professor in Department of Biology,
Murray State University, spoke and
showed slides an "Water Pollution"
at the meeting of New Concord
Parent-Teacher Club.
Twenty years ago
The Murray-Calloway County Industrial Foundation Fund has reached $160,130, . according to James
Jellisofl. executive secretary of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce.
Deaths reported include AF.
(Bob)Doran.
The Murray Lions Club will pin
clubs throughout the state in an animal drive foray. pledgee Feb: 11-14
la order to sat ip sight restoring programsthe dabssponger.
Recent births reported at Murray

•

Hospital include a girl to Mr *anti
Mrs William Brooks tilfill110ILS, 0 boy
to Mr and Mrs. Herman (lnIhrle. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Hudson
and a boy to Mr and Mrs Joe Gore
Kenliike Homemakers Club met in
the home of Mrs. Edward
who
presented a lesson on "Weaving
Lampshades.
Thirty years ago
Pvt Benny I. Ray, son of Dr antl
Mrs. H H. Ray, is stationed at Huntsville, Ala,
The Murray Lions Club Ladies
Night Program was at Kenlake Hotel
with Mrs. M.C. Ellis as
toastmistress. Emma Sue Hutson
presented a humorous reading.
June Butterworth, senior, was
selected as Miss Murray Training
School
Births reported' include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. James Scott, Feb. 2; a
boy -to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Owen,
Feb. 3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Smith. a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph -Tidwell and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Raeford, all on Feb. 4; a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. C.A. McClure and a
girl to Mr,,and Mrs. Clarence Brett,
both on Feb.
In high school basketball games
New.Concord beat Lynn Grove with
high team scorers being Mathis and
Stubblefield for New Concord and
Kemp and Perry for Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Bryan Tolley presented a propos on "Americanism" at meeting

of American Legum Auxiliary at her
home Bertha Neil Shroat -Dunn
presided

today in history
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. Feb 15. the 46th
day of 1963 There are 319 days left in
the year
Today's highlight in history
On Feb. IS, 1898. the U.S. battleship
Maine blew up in Havana harbor, setting the stage for the SpanishAmerican War
In 1564. astronomer Galileo was
born in the city of Pisa.
In 1761, St Louis was established
as a Mississippi River fur trailing
post.
In 1922, the Permanent Court of International Justice held its first session at The Hague In The
Netherlands
In 1944, U.S. troops completed their
reconquest of the Solomon Islands
during World War II.
Ten years ago: The United States
and Cuba signed an accord that called for the prosecution or extradition
of those who hijacked planes or ships.
Five years agoir Agreement was
announced in Rhodesia for bringing
blacks into key roles of The government of prime minister Ian Smith.
One year ago: An oil-drilling rig
Sink off the coast of Newfoundland,
with S4 man aboard I.

Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season," a paperback
collection of the author's colunins
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Tunes There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing Those wanting to order the book. at 65 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
one of the following people Marti Erwin, Irnia LaFollette, Susan Hart,
Alicia Graves. Euple Ward Clara
Humphrey. Alice Milton. 1;erry
Reed, David ROO& Mitt Hurt. Betty
Lowry or Ken Wolf
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Corning events ofcommunity listed
Tuesday, Feb. 15
Stuart Mitchell will
perform at a coffeehouse
in The Stables of Murray
State University Center
at 8 p.m There is no admission charge
Wranglers Riding Club
will meet At 7 30 p III at
Robert 0 Miller Cour-

Tuesday,F eb. 15
Tuesday,Feb. 15
thouie Annex with of- Homemakers Club win
meet at 7 p.m at the
ficers to meet at 7p m.
of Rosanna Miller.
Sigma Department of
Street.
Sycamore
Murray Woman's Club
Retirees of Local 1068
will have a potluck dinner
at home of Ann Uddberg UAW-CIO-AFI will have
a covered dish supper at
at6.30 p.m.
530 p.m at First ChrisSuburban tian Church,
Murray TOPS ( take off
pounds sensibly( Club
criaarIP
will meet at 7 pm at
Health Center
-.is will meet
Singles C%
at 7 p.m at Seventh and
"lave Laughter eiW Luce"
Poplar Church of Christ
The wedding attire that you choose is created
Alcoholics Anonymous
from fine fabrics and. most noticably. beautiful
will meet at 8 pm at
western portion of
embroideryf and laces The making of embroidery
Livestock and Exposition
and loco is both on industry and o croft
Center
Over the centuries this craft grew in Europe as
Murray Assembly No
each country developed sp•cial styles and techni19 Order oUthe Rainbow
ques The work was done entirely by hand and was
for Girls will meet at 7
available only to the wealthy
p.m at lodge hall The early 1800's saw the invention of o small
Music Wpartment of
hood Powered embroidary machine that was coiled
Murray Woman's (lub
Schiffli"_. a word derived from the oppiloronc• of
will meet at 7 30 p rzi at
it s boot shopid bobbin (Schiffli is o Gorman word
clubhouse
for smolt boat) Schiff% now describos most
Murray Optimist Club
machine Mod* laces today
is scheduled to meet at 7
The different styles of embroidery is almost
p.m. at Homeplace
endless and w. find many typos of embroidered
Restaurant •
is
brief
o
attire
Here
today
lace on wedding
Bethel Baptist Bible
description of some of the favorite laces
will be at 6 p m at
Study
Vents, created when design is stitched on a
home of David and
is
cloth
bloc
by
dissolved
the
and
Docking cloth
chemical process Usually Lmode of cotton and in a
flowered pattern with o cut out or throe
appearance This lace was originated damnsiol by the
swiss but is now effectively reproduced in the
United States
Alen-Con mode in Almon France it is the
Queen- of handmade laces On o fine net
background a floral design is worked. thenciutlined with heavy threads It is most commonly used
on bodices and yokes of w•drlusg gowns
Chantilly once mode in Chantilly, France (now
central center 713-3314
ip Bayeux) this delicate lace is mod* of silk or
limn on o simple background cloth Usually it is
mode in a soft flowered pattern ond is very
delicate
There are hundreds of other laces .ond all are
quite beautiful It is a fabulous croft that makes
our wedding gown industry what it is today'

Bobbles'From Bobbie

The She/Phase
121 By-Pass
753-4541

Thursday,Feb. 17
Wednesday,Feb. 16
Men's Stag Night will
p.m at home of Mrs.
be at 6:30 p.m. at Murray
Fred Gingles.
Hazel and Douglas Country Club with Don
Centers will be open from Robinson. Larry Robin10 a m. to 2 p.m. for ac- son, Clyde Adkins and
t iv'ties by Senior Chad Stewart in charge.
Make TM7 Count will
Citizens. • •
Women of First meet at 1 p.m. at
Presbyterian Church will Calloway Public Library.
have a brown bag lunTwin takers Antique
cheon at noon at the Car Club %rill meet at 7
church
p.m. at Gateway
Activites at First Restaurant, Draffenville.
Presbyterian Church will1 Temple
Chapter
include choir practice at 6 No. 511 Order of the
p m and youth group at Eastern Star will meet at
6 30p m
7 30 p.m. at lodje hall.
Thursda'A-Treb. 17
Murray Art Guild will
Front Porch Swing will meet at 10 a.m. at the
meet at 7 p m at First guild.
Christian Church.
Calloway County
Parents Anonymous Association for Retarctektwill meet at 6 30 p.m. For Citizens will meet at 7
information call 759-1087 p.m. in Room 323, Special
or 753-6009
Education Building. Murib o r o ray State University.
W a d
Homemakers Club will
Home Department of
meet -at 10:30 a.m. with
Murray
Woman's Club
Gladys Mitchell.
will meet at 2 p.m. at club
Club
rnan's
Hazel WO—
house.
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Xi Alpha Chapter of
Havel Community
Beta Sigma Phi will meet
Center
.
at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis ComBusiness and Profesmunity Center.
sional Women's Club will
Murray-717tan Club
meet at 630 p.m. at
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Golden Corrall
Homeplace Restaurant.
Restaurant.
Senior- Citizens acPreceptor Omicron
tivities will be from 10
Sigma
Beta
of
Chapter
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
Phi will meet at 7 30 p.m.
and Douglas Centers and
Calloway
of
at Annex
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
from
Public Library.
Ellis Center.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 8:30 am.. at
Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.
Mothers Day Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Carol Poe BYW of First
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. with Rebecca
Cunningham.
Practice meeting of
Murray Star Chapter No.
Rhonda- Garland, bride-elect of
433 Order of the Eastern
Larry Don Rogers. has selected her
Star will be conducted,
-dishes and pottery from our Country
Kitchen Selections. Rhonda and
Campus Lights will
La rry*will be married on March 19
open at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray
State University.
12* St 7S3 1227 money

Aleshia Cunningham. Utterback Road.
MurraT-15uplicate
Bridge Club will meet all
p.m. at Gleason Hall,
North 12th and Payne
Streets. For information
call 4110-2241,204-8345.
Concert by Murray
High Jazz and Concert
Bands and Murray Middle School Concert Band
will be at 7:30 p.m. in
ballroom of Murray State
University Center. No admission will be charged.
Churchwide skating
party of Memorial Baptist Church will be from 6
to 8 p m
Wednesday,Feb. 16
Story hours will be at
930 and 10 30 a.m. and
3.30 p.m. at Calloway
Public Libri2g.
Free pap smear clinic
will be at 1 p.m. at
Calloway County Health
Center. Call 753-3381 for
an appointment
Ladies MT-luncheon
will be served at noon at
Oaks Country Club.
Bridge will be at 9:30
a m.
Pattern 'rifting and
A4ering Workshop by
County Extension Service
will be at 9 a.m. at Commerce Centre. For information.call 753-102.
J_N. Williams Chapter
of UDC will meet at 1:30
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Tennis ploy Thursday

Group B of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Thurpday. Feb. 17, frogs 11 to 10:30 a.m. at
Kenlake Tennis Center. The group will meet at II: 15
a.m. at the home at Marilyn • Adkins to go W
Kenlake. Substitutes will be Agnes Payne, Janice
Howe,Cathy Mattis and Cecelia Brock.
The lineup is as follows: Court One - Gayle
Foster, Vicki* Miller, Cathy Young and Becky
Wilson; Court Two - Norma Frank. Marilyn
Adkins. Vickie Baker and Laura Miller.* '4

Support group will meet
Make Today Count, a mutual support group for
persons affected by a We threatening or disabling
illness, their relatives and friends, will meet Thursday. Feb. 17, at 1 p.m. at the Calloway Public
Library. Meetings will be on first Thursday at 7
p.m. and third Thursday at 1 p.m., according to
Donald F. Hardy II. Ph.D., president of the group.
Purpose of the group is to provide emotional support and search for ways to enhance the quality of
lives of individuals with a serious illness or disability and their relatives. Individuals of all vies are invited to attend.

Deportment to meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's
Club will meet Thursday. Feb. 17, at 2 p.m.,at the
club house.
Hostesses will be June Crider, Lois Sammons.
Hazel Crenshaw and Carrie Crawford.

Meeting to be Thursday
Calloway County Association for Retarded
Citizens will meet Thursday. Feb. 17, at 7 p.m. in
Room 323. Special Education Building. Murray
State University.
The guest speaker will be Rona Arnett of Life
House who will speak about "Pro Life Issues," according to a group spokesman who invites all interested persons to attend.

Parents sessions planned
Free weekly training sessions to help persons
become more effective parents will be offered by
the Psychological Center at Murray State University for nine weeks beginning Tuesday, Feb. 22.
Scheduled from 6:30 to 8 p.m. on Tuesdays, the program known as STEP (Systematic Training for Effective Parenting ) is designed for one or both
members of a couple or for &single parent.
Dr. Thomas Muehleman, director of the
Psychological Center. a training and service center
of the Department of Psychology on the campus,
said parents interested in learning more effective
ways of relating to their children may enroll by calling the Psychological Center in Wells Hall at 7622890. He added that child care will be provided.

Bank trust officer speaker
for Wadesboro Homemakers
Chuck Foster, trust officer at Bank of Murray,
was guest speaker at the
January meeting of the
Wadesboro Homemakers

MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL
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THIS THURSDAY FEB 17 AT 7.00 P.M.
FEATURING THE DUAL WAVE MICROWAVE
SEE THE G E HOME ECONOMIST COOK ON THE
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COOKS FROM THE
BOTTOM AS WELL AS THE TCP

Spring Fashion Show

%_7 JCC/1

We would like to invite you
to participate in our Spring
Fashion Show to be held on
Saturday, March 26.

TO

1 5000
-111/11
ON EVERY MICROWAVE

MURRAY APPLIANCE 8, T.V.
753-1586

212 E MAIN

Club at the home of
Pawnee Bedwell.
Foster discussed
"Wills, Deeds, Probates
and Trusts.- A question
and answer session
followed.
Announcements were
made of the pattern
workshop on Feb. 17 and
the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair to
start May 30.
A potluck lunch was
served at noon.
Other members present were Mrs. Baron
Palmer, Mrs. Wayne
Hardie, Mrs. Lowell'
Palmer, Mrs. Gladys Mitchell. Mrs. Gusta Conner,
*s. James Curd, Mrs.
James Jarrett and Mrs.
David Palmer.
The club will meet Feb.
17 at 10:30 a.m. at the
home of Mrs. Mitchell.

NM.
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200 male and female models
ages infant to adult are
needed.
Deadline
for modeling
applicants will be Saturday,
March 12.

•

All participants will be
eligible for a 10% discount on
clothing modeled.

•

For further information,
come by or contact your
Murray Wal-Mart Store.

•

•
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North Central Center
759-9995
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Home cooking increases kitchen gadget sales
By BARBARA MAIIER
AP Newsfeatures
Overall sales of
housewares have been
weak recently. But
gadgets - especially kitchen gadgets - are enjoying unprecedented
popularity in the
Marketplace.
Several factors have
created increased demand for gadgets, at
cording to retailers and
manufacturers attending
the recent International
Housewares Exposition
at Chicago
First. Americans are
entertaining and cooking
at home more often The
ethnic foods now popular
in man) areas, such as
pasta and Chinese stirfr
dishes. have created a
need for new implements
such as garlic presses.
special knives, woks and
steamers
Second, many ; though
far from all gadgets are
inexpensite, so consumers may buy one
simply because they can
afford it
Third. gadgets are very
popular with hard premed retailers They.
take Lip little Moe Space.
sell quickly and are
highly profitable As a
result, stores have more
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THE'SIMPLE EXTERIbk-OF THIS INFORMAL house
features a bow,window and a front gable. Inside, the centrally located foyer assures good traffic circulation, leading to
the living room on the left and the three bedrooms to the
right. Plan HA1194M-has 1,370 square feet. For more information write -- enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope
- to Master Plan Service,89 E. Jericho Tpke., Mineola. N.Y.
11501.
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MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL
THIS THURSDAY FEL 17, AT 7:00 P.M.
FEATURING THE DUAL WAVE MICROWAVE
SEE THE G.E. NOME ECONOMIST COOK ON THE
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COOK! FROM THE
SOTTOM AS WELL AS THE TOP.
$7500
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MURRAY APPLIANCE & T.V.
75.3.1516
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CHECK OUT THE FEATURES
CHECK OUT THE PRICE
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WE HAVE CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
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get some valuable in- Strati) Products, 139
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Hastings-on-Hudson. NY
By ANDY LANG
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hot water and saves fuel
By ANDY LANG
by reducing the average
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the boiler water temperature
.... that its secret is a heat
market'
_
exchanger that dissipates
THE PRODUCT - An heat quickly, turning cold
water hot almost instantaerylic -coating for
ly ... • that it stores hot
wax floors.
Manufacturer's claim water efficiently in an in- That this coating lifts ner .tank made of
away dirt and eliminates polyethylene ... and that
.scuffs ... that it is spread this inner tank-is covered
on the floor and, within 15 with alotally sealed casminutes, produces a ing _made of deep-drawn
clear, protective barrier steel.
against everyday wear.
THE PRODUCT
and tear ... that it protects the shine without clear glass that makes
any waxy build-up. windows, skylights.
-because the tough. -re-Si-dent-4a 1-----s-ol a r
acrylic coating is dissolv- greenhouses and
ed with each new applica- southwall windows and
tion ... and that it does I/timings more energy- away with the need for efficient.
Manufacturer's claim
detergents and harsh
That the glass reduces Sometimes you recomabrasives.
the amount of sunlight • mend a book.on one sub-.
THE PRODUCT - A absorbed within the glass ject or another and
ceiling-mounted device by iron oxides and other wonder whether you can
that recircuiates the ris- impurities ... that its low-• help us in this regard.
iron content lets in 16 pering warm air in a room.
A. -- A book written in
Manufacturer's claim cent more sunlight than 1979 by A. M. Watkins and
- That this device ordinary glass and col- published by Dutton has
equalizes floor-to-ceiling lects at least 25 percent been published in papertemperatures by direc- more BTU's from the sun back form by the
ting downward a low- ... that it has a clearer Building Institute it is
velocity, draft-free col- and less green-colored called "The Complete
umn of warm air ... that it appearance at the edges Guide to Factory-Made
is 6 inches wide and 8 in- than conventional glass Houses." A recent reches high, weighs 2.3 ... and that it transmits reading showed it still
pounds and is made of up to 90 percent of total holds up. although it must
Impact-resistant plastic solar energy..
be considered that all
which can be painted ...
dollar figures used were
THE PRODUCT - A those of that year. The
that it is suspended from
the ceiling in an obscure gadget that helps limit Building Institute's adcorner and is plugged into the flow of water from a dress is 855 River Road,
an electric outlet ... and faucet.
Piermont. N.Y. 10968.
that it also helps
Manufacturer's claim
eliminate "hot spots" - That this device
caused by improper cir- aerates the flow of water
culation in airconditioned so that washing and rinsing force is maintained,
MOM.
yet does not allow the
THE PRODUCT - A flow to exceed 2.75
hot water heater said to gallons per minute ... that..
provide more hot water a lever on the deluxe
for less money.
model has an on-off lever
Manufacturer's claim that allows the water to
That this heater pro- be shut off during
100% Pere Greyed loaf
vides virtually unlimited dishwasher operations
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FINANCING
BIG SELECTION
EXTRA FINE QUALITY
SERTA BROYHILL
BENCHCRAFT COCHRANE
STRATOLOUNGER
Everything in stock included
No Tricks ± No Gimmicks
. FULL ONE YEAR FINANCING AT 596

CRASS FURNITURE
3rd A Maple

Downtown Murray

733-3621
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Save Up To 19%

-Ladles-Leotards

COMPAR
\ QUALITY
20i) PFMES
' SELECT!

•100% Ny1,4
•Assorted styles anC1
cobra *Sires S
Teak Myles

Save 18%
Ladies Tight,
• 0U# Nylon
•Assorted colors
•Sizes S M t
•Reg

Save Up To 1900

Save 2 24
Fashion Fancy
Knit Top
•H.

Girls Leotards
•loo % Nylon
'Assorted colors
and styles
'Sizes 4-14

(TV

Sibyl aim.

4.00
Long &war*
Rea ',9

5.00

Each
Everyday Low Price
Santa Cruz Bath Towel
,
4 86% Cotton 14% polyester 'Si.
classic border design 'R ,t
yellow b1u6 dusty rd',•-•

Girls Tights
•100% Nylon

Everyday

'Assorted COlOrs
'Sizes 4-14
'Peg 176

2...$3

1.38

"Jaw 2 94
1 9°
Kimberly
Glass Mugs

Jr. and Misses
Wrangler Jeans

vc
ci

TV

Save

Datril 500mg
Tablets

•9 ()uric ,
•Asst

Price

General Electric
Standard
Light Bulbs

•72 Count
*Fast nonaspirin pain
reliever
imit 2

•Nr) '• '
41 13.•(j

Save 22°.
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•Wet-Mart
latex Caulk
•'' Ounce'
•Seals
around
windows

79.88
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My First Barbie
•4 Pete

oufht
•F or the younger gel
• Kr 3 onel under •
" •Heg l4

•Set 01 3
•1`,/, pt .1': qt 2' 3 dt
•Bake serve mix stor

Men's
Ky.
Wildcat
Jeans

Everyday Low Puce

RCA Black and White Television

siding •Fa't
dying may
be painted
with latex
Of out
'Peg 96s

Reg 8 96
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king Bowls

RC/

Bowl
Fresh
Toilet Bowl
Deoderizer

110 Pound Barbell Set
'No 03-41 /0
3.00 Manufacturer's Mail-In Rebate Available

First Alert Smoke
Alarm,
Rebel Tackle Box
*No 600
Fix-a-Flat
*No S-275 *12 Ounce

Carpet Fresh

•14 Ounce

10.64
97
4'

Mr. Coffee

'No CM

Plant
Food
Spikes

I Z •10 Cup apacit119.91

Fruit of the Loom
Boys 100% Cotton
Briefs or T-Shirts
'Size.

't • r Pack

Your Chc

1.3
10.9

Play Doh4 Ounce Ea.
*4 Pak 'No 22000
Vidal Salmon 1250 Watt
Pistol HaIrDryer
•• Switch control
•Dualspeeds/4 heat
settings 'Professional
concentrator attachment

Extension Cord
•100 Feet •N

Efferdent
.96 Count

•N •

WAL-MART COUPON
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Dishcloths
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3,14

Clair Mist
Non-Aerosol

ACT Dental Rinse.
ACT Dental Rinse.
Dental Floss.
Dento Tape,
Dental Floss,
Reach Toothbrush,
Reach Toothbrush,
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Summer
Blonde

Miss Clairol
Shampoo Formula
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Oak Tables

orldry•

Reg. 27.32
Sale

•

-

,bate

Nesting Tables
•3 Tables in set
•Parquet oak veneer top,
new oak finish
•No. 5077

Terrific Savings

Telephone Table
•Oak veneer top 'Convenient
drawer 'New oak finish
•14),4x14 3,4x26 Inches
'No 1082
viimrommimenir

Double Pack
. 'i Soli

19,96

2•46

Playing Cards

3.36
Your Chok

Drop Leaf Table
•Oak veneer lop •bght oak
finish •24x16x25 Inches high
'No 1031

Octagonal Table
'Oak veneer top .Lit oak
hniSh •18x18x18% Inches
high 'No 5083

4 Pr.I 1.00

Get 1 FREE OFF ER
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*Brass plated
"Bamboo Design"
With Glass Top
Limited Quantities
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Comfort Top
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Sleets, Oakley garnish media attention
Little ol lamont Sleets
at little or Murray State
1.1 rteeivmg 10113e undersized, though not
undeserved, attention in
some of the country's
larger media outlets
The most recent example appeared in the
Denver Post under the
iwading '•Five Short Men
Giants in Way The
carry-over head read, -5
liavids Among Goliath.% What's the big deal"'
According to Post
sports writer Mike
Monroe, Sleets is one of
the top five of the little
guys in the -game of
giants . In other words

Sleets was named to the
honorary first team of the
Little Big Men. the
Denver Post's All-Short
Team.

S
_.ol covering
'
all fields

No, it's not a bog Each
year the Post. selects an
under-6-foot all star
lineup Giving prestige to
such a squad as the
ceremony sponsored
each year by the Basketball Hall of Fame when
an award beanng the
name of Naismith's wife
as presented to the best
college senior in the sub6-foot catagory

Sleets, at 5-0, is
ironically the tallest

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

member of this season's
Post squad His 172 scoring average ranks him second on the team to Hall
State senior Ray • McCallum with a 197 clip
The Murray State
Juntor as second on the

team in steals With 2.6 per
game and he's fourth
among the first-teamers
in assists with 4.0.
The other Post starters
include Karl Hobbs. 5-8,
150-pound - junior. from
Connecticut; Maurice

Roulhac. 54. 150•pound
senior from Jacksonville
• Fla 4 . and Michael
Adams. $41. 160-pound
junior from Boston College
Second-team members
include 5-9 Iona
sophomore Rory Grimes.
5-10 New Mexico junior
Phil Smith. 5-10 Memphis
State freshman Andre
Turner. 5:11 Kentucky
junior Dicky Beal and 510 Hawaii sophomore
William Colston
Let's hear it for the little guys'
• • •
Murray State-also garnished an individual

honor this week when
Lady Racer Diane
Oakley was named the
Ohio Valley Conference
Player of the Week for
the second time this
season.
Oakley and the Lady
Racers split games with
Tennessee Tech and
Western Kentucky with
the MSU senior scoring 47
points and taking 21 rebounds.
MSU defeated Tech for
the first time ever last
Friday when Oakley canned 28 points and snared
11 boards. The 64 center
hails from Providence,
Ky.
•

Mayfield Middle eliminates Murray from tourney
- The first _round _of the the. Mayfield girls_
nstri,1 4 middle school capitahred nn the errors
basketball tournament to take a 28-8 halftime
started Monday night. lead
_hut the beginning of the
Kelly Ridley paced the
- playoffs at Caffowity Mid- lady Tigers with a 10dle. School spelled the end point, seven-rebound' eff the Murray Middle fort and Amy Long pitchSchool seas_ons
ed in six points. but the
Mayfield twat both Mayfield defensive
.Murray teams in the pressore a as too much
tourney 's first games..the for Murray
•
a•ly Cardinals %Arming,
shot
10
'1 he 1..ads. Tigers
41-271 and the .'.4:rdtrials
the
and
ovist-m-os-er4,4n.w..
_uf...3.5.__f_roin
field
_
4114)111kt
_missed all flys._ free
_ _44-42 _
throw; while Mayfield
, Murray Lady Tigers 20
was busy hitting 41 perMayfiefd Lady Cards 43
tur vent of its shots 12049i
ent
rowers led to Murray 's ilthougji the.Lady Cards,
also well. disappointing
elimmation. MIJI)11,117.

at the line hitting only 3 of
- 11-We had six or seven
turnovers in the first
quarter and a took us
tight out of the game,"
said MMS coach Kick
Fisher. ''Mayfield controlled the _tempo
throughout the game and
they out-rebounded us,
28-22"
Mary Cone& led the
I.414, Cards' attack. with
16 points. Thursday 6
pjn ,- Mayfield advances
to the second round
against . host Calloway
Middle's lady takers
who drew a first-round
bye _

FIRST DAY OF CLASS
STARTS FEBRUARY 17
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the firepower we needed."
One of those subs was
freshman Kenny _Walker,
who poured in 18 points to
match starter Jim
Master in leading the
Wildcats. Eugene
McDowell had 21 for
Florida, 12-12 overall and
44 in the conference.
It was the fourth victory in a row for Kentucky, and its ninth consecutive triumph over
Florida. The game drew
a record crowd of 11,410.
"I think we gave a good
effort." Sloan said "But
it would have taken a

SCOREBOARD
'
71)hillops

Hendon's Service Station
Where Good Service as o 42 Year
Family frodition
411
IT11
Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles

•••••

._

G•nr•o Auto It•low••Ty•te up1•11,airs•Shoci‘•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE & WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.
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great effort from a great
team to win
-Odell Mostellees
tonight.7_-free
throw withsix seconds remaining gave Auburn a
72-69 lead over Vandy and
the Tigers then yielded an '
uncontested layup to Al
McKinney at the buzzer.
Darrell Lockhart led
the Tigers, 14-7 and 7-5,
with 16 points and
Charles Barkley added 14
points and 9 rebounds
before fouling out with
5.: 24 remaining. Jeff
Turner had 22 points and
7 rebounds for the Commodores, 18-9 and 74.•
_ Phil Cox, who twice left
the game with injuries
only to return, added 18
for Vandy, but the nation's leading free throw
shooter hit only 3-of-5
from the line.
Bobby Lee Hurt scored
28 points and grabbed 13
rebounds in leading
Alabama to its victory
over Tennessee. It was
the second SEC triumph
in a row for the Crimson
Tide, which remains in
the cellar a half-game
behind Florida.
Mike Davis contributed
22 points and Ennis
Whatley had 14 points, 10
assists and 8 rebounds for
the Tide, now 13-9 overall
and 44 in the conference.
Dale Ellis had 72 for the
Vols. 157 an 7-6.
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Murray

'Law ~oak so be

and was really a big factor for us on the boards.
When he fouled out it took
a lot away from our inside game."
. Fisher said although.
his team's season ended
with a 9-3 record, his
players would be able to
hold their -heads up
becaute of their hard effort all year.
"I feel sorry for them
because we had the opportunity but we couldn't
find a *ay to win.'We can
hold our heads up after
this because even though
we lost the game, we're
not losers." Fisher said.
LITTLE BIG MAN - Lamont Sleets,5-10 Murray
Mayfield's boys play State guard, was recently honored as a first team
CCMS in the nightcap of member of the Denver Post's All-Short Team.
Thursday's Second round Sleets, a junior, is the team's second-leading scorer
beginning at 7:15 p.m. . with a 17.2 average.

all year, without a with Mississippi going inBy ED SHEARER
-doubt:"-Sloan said.-"Ken-----toMonda y
AP Sports Writer
just outstariOle Miss and Louisiana
Coach Norm Sloan of- -tucky
Florida says 11th-ranked. ding."
State had the _night off,
Coach Don DeVoe of and Georgia visits
Kentucky is the best
basketball team in the Tennessee said two Mississippi State tonight
Southeastern Conference. weeks ago that he thought in a game to be televised
The _Wildcats opened a Kentucky would break nationally on cable
l' -game lead over out of the pack in the ESPN
"It's a big road win.
Auburn and idle championship chase.
While the Wildcats especially in the conMississippi Monday night
by smacking Sloan's were lifting their overall ference at this time of the
Gators 73-61 at mark to 174 and their year," said Coach Joe B.
Gainesville, giving Ken- SEC record to 9-4, Auburn Hall of Kentucky, which
tucky the biggest lead in beat Vanderbilt 72-71 to is seeking- its 34th SEC
what has been.the closest move into a s- econd place championship._ "' Our
he with. Ole Miss and players showed great
SEC race in history.
'The-b-'re the best team Alabama crushed Ten- poise to win on the road
we've played in the nessee 90-78. Vandy and the way they did. Our
Southeastern Conference Tennessee had been lied subs came in -and gave us

MONEY
MARKET
CHECKING ACCOUNT
8.889% Thru Feb. 21,1983

's

This time they beat us by
two, both at the line
again."
Mayfield hit only eight
of za free throws, but the
two that counted most
came in the . overtime
period after the teams
had tied at 37 at the end of
regulation.
Mark West led Murray
with 17 points, Rodney
Skinner had 12 and Ed
Hendon seven Steve
Garland and Jim Alexander received praise
from Fisher for their
defensive work and the
MMS coach pointed to the
loss of Garland to foul
trouble near- the end of
regulation as a decisive
factor in the Tigers'loss-.
"He had 13 rebounds

Wildcats pull ahead of Auburn, Mississippi
MERCURY COUGAR LS
• 1011455 0Prodyniwnic 0041941
• DrPenatic formai root tins
• 3.5 111a• V4 3-spalid
automatic transmission
(Optional 5 0SW V-S A00
also ovallabia)

The totally new Cougar is corning soon. See it
here. And find out how easy It is to enter the
personal luxury car class.

Murray ended its
season 4-7
Murray 42
Mayfield 44 i OT
In a game "that could
have gone. either way,"
according to MMS coach
Rick Fisher, the Murray'
boys were strapped with
poor shooting from the
field and too few trips to
the foul line.
The Tigers made only
18 of 55 field goal attempts compared to 18 of
47 made y MWield and
they got two fewer trips
to the line than the Cards
-That was the key to
the game," Fisher said
"The last time we played
Mayfield they beat us by
five and all five of thote
points came at the line

Hendon's Service Station
Y

11

OVC honors
Alexander
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
API - Youngstown
State guard Bruce Alexander has been selected.
as the Ohio Valley Conference's basketball
player of the week.
The 5-foot-10 senior
from Akron, Ohio, collected 38 points and 15 rebounds, including a 28point, eight-rebound effort against Cleveland
State, as Youngstown
State defeated Austin
Pauly and Cleveland State
hen week.
Middle Tennessee State
University freshman
Latta' Davis was
selected the league's
rookie of the week.
1.1Rae, a 6-3 guard
from Bainbridge, Ga., hit
Mx of 12field goals and all
eight tree throws for 21
points as Middle Tennessee defeated Ten.
nesse* Tech 7148.

wet'
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Purcell advances to second round

Wife prays while Anuitrai plays
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - Shyainala Anwitraj
sat demurely in the stands, watching ker husband.
Vijay, play in his first tennis tournament in 2Li
months. It was her first tennis match ever.
"I kept looking at turn and every time he would
smile. I figured everything Is alright." she said
The only thing I knew to do anyway to try to help
him was to pray."
A native of Sri Lanka who has spent most of her
life in India. Shyarnala became Mrs. Vijay
Amritraj on Jan 17. On Monday, she watched her
husband. India's No. 1 player, defeat Chris Lewis of
New Zealand 6-4, 6-7, 6-1 to advance to the second
round of the 8315.000 U.S. National Indoor Tennis
Championships.
"I'm kind of excited that I won," said Arnritraj
"I think I served well and it was a good first match
for me. You have to beat)him; he doesn't lose matches."
Then the handsome veteran turned his thoughts
to his bride.
"She was there for the whole match," he said,
Laughing. "I think she probably did nothing but
pray."
As is the custom in India, the marraige was arranged by the two families. Shyamala said the two
met for "a couple of hours over a three-day period
and decided they wanted to get married."
Because Indian tradition dictates that'only one

In %tomboy a other matches. DePalmer defeated
sainiiiy Giallo-n:1Iva 5-7. 6-4. 7-6. Forget upset Tim
MAY011e 7-4. 6-4. Hooper blasted Marcos Hocevar of
7-6, 6-7, 6-4. LeConte stopped Victor Amaya
7-5. Tony l;tanunalva outlasted Brad
p;-7. 7-5. 7-6. Van't Hof downed Andy An:rt. sA
6-4. Gunnarson topped Eric Fromm 6-2,

U.S. Indoor
Tennis
Tournament

family members year marry, the two put off their
wedding for a year since Shyamala's sister had
mamage plans for 1982
Also posting first-round victories Monday were
Tim Wilkison, Mike DePalmer, Chip Hooper; Ton)
Giammalva. Mel Purcell, Robert Van't Hof. Eddie
Dibbs, Paul McNamee of Australia. Jan Gunnarson
of Sweden and two young Frenchmen. 18-year-old
Guy Forget and 19-year-old Henri LeConte.
The tournament's No. 1 seed, Jimmy Connors.
begins play tonight when he takes on Willuson. a 6-4,
6-1 winner aver Tom Gullikson on the fast Supreme.
Court-SUrface
All of the seeded players received first-round
byes.

Yarborough
(dis)gusted
by windy day.
DAYTONA BEACH,
Fla
AP)
Cale Yarborough's misfortune in
qualifying. for the
Day tone 500 was a stroke
of good fortune for Hick)
Rudd anti Geoff Hod me
Although they both
Herr considerably slower
than N'arborough on the
high-banked
:rack Monday. it will be
Rudd and Bodine who will
start from the front row
positions Sunday in the $1
million race
the 24h
'Anon of the prestigious
tuna 500
Aloments after Val
lt''rough appeared to win
!he pole with the first 2155
mph lap ever recorded at
lona by a stock
the three-time
up etlitiTTPlon

N'arborough's first lap
average of 200.503 mph,
accomplished despitc
winds gusting from 20 to
25
mph, will go into the
1)Ibbs defeated Harold Solomon 6-1, 3-6. 6-4.
17aytona record books
Amer eliminated John Swill 6-4. 6-2 and Mel
BUt it will not be counted
Purcell stopped Sweden's Hans &monsoon 4-8. 6-2,
as thy race qualify ing
64
record since the car will
ite,1,1cs the Connors-Willuson pairing, other mat
not start Sunda
t,tday sent Pavel Sloz il of Ctechoslovakia
Although Yarborough
Sweden's Anders Jarryd, 14th-seeded
was not injured. Ttle will
1:.f:tas Sinid of Czechoslovakia against Van't 110f.
crash damaged the frame
Jimmy Arias against McNamee. No it Johan
of the car so badly that
against Hooper, Phil Dent against Fritz
Vit• Ranicr team was
...hiling. Terry-Moor against Roscoe Tanner, No
f,irc1'4 I ti ii ithdraw the
saniR Mayer against Antritrai. I el'mite against
elan.
1tt Kevin •urren of South Af ri. a and Peter
Yarbitroug,h now will
i .eming against Mark Dickson
ha% e to qualify another
• ,in to get in the race The
In doubles. reConte Noah faces Purcell-Hooper.
team immediately sent
farmer teanunates at Memphis State. Maze-Popii
their transporter on the
F'rornin-C Lewis, Antalya -s Nlaer against
18-hour rtituultrip to the
.onialei-lientiert • Annaconediel'alitier against
Ranier shop in Charlotte.
5rittrews-Sadri, Delatte-Kriek against McMillan
N , to bring back their
\le% er. and Cahill-Flemming against Dent111111Self upsitle los471 iii
Pontiac
I ...Mans backup
', iliammaita
!Ils new CheVrolet Monte
or in Rine for practice
t 'arlo SS, sliding into the today
•
outside retaining wall in
"TheI backup! car was
[urn four
all readv to go, and- we
'• There'alio question _It Were- going bi
the second tap was go- cars. but We Just thifti
ing to be better." the have a second truck
thank-you present for the
He's the reason w e'l
kind of goal he's pia)ed in first place, and wets' uninjured Yarborough aVatlable71
for us and the contribu- his supporting cast Ilv's said dejectedly 'I think said
a gust of wind got the car
liudit's fast. lap . was
!Ion he's matte to-the club ver
nonchalant out
timing off turn three
198 1164 in another Montt•
4:::Le
t1
If
riot theeski tti.t!iso%.[
When that first gust hut it, Carlo, followed b
•
steal,
Roston obtained Peelers snots liaik difficult Ile it just took the traction liodine's 197 139 in a Ponright off the rear tires"
tiac ilrand Prix
the last off-season for title-mil showboat lie just
defenseman Brad Mc- „,";a k the saves as if he's
l'eeters has saying. What's the big
t
Ics1 the Bruins to a 38-10-8 deal, that's what VITI here
record, the league's best. to do ' ••
but his own numbers are
Against the Satires this
49-0 .
—0‘4-44-41464-0-4044*404-14446(
-Peeters--- hitsfir is 26-0-5 .Cheevers allowed lust six goals in
IA as 24-9-8 and has allow
fit,' gaIIIICS. all Boston
goals in his .11-game ‘i. tones If he gels by
streak In the 21 games he theus. he can set the NHL
has played sines' missing re(2.1,1 for the longest
three games with a groin talk-Ater' streak at Win
injury, he has permitted_ nipc,..! Friday night. his
oist 32 goals.: In that only gargle against the
stretch, he has(we of his Jets iii'.4
:11February
P.M.
,even shutouts and seven
4' .• Ctll'i S IS
Weigh -In Begins At 2:30 P.M.
one-goal games His 214 soniethin$., " sat s VanTO BE HELD AT WEST KENTUCKY LIVESTOCK
goals-against-average is couver coach Roger
Neilson. a .11 loset to
the lowest in the NW.
SNOW AND EXPOSITION CENTER
••Peeters' streak is a Peeters Sunday night
oiftimi. law if Mousy On
let. load
Wink
team streak," says Itam
four good
bury Foe Si Nit Class
Most IN ISO/aoff of 1st SW* Tcycly Polars Assisciatioa To
-Pederson-, who -.leads the saves .- on point,h1ank
(masts Al Poillors Most Cilia*, Vittft 151) Tri State Roans
Bruins with :14 goals shots, and none of them
CLAMS
"We're all taking part in were lucky. lie's platy out
1100 C SOPOI Seed
1500 C/1/01116•411
with confidence "
it
6700 W Sop.. SI•ch

Cheevers'hockey record threatened by Peeters
BOSTON AP) - Pete
Peeters is on the brink of
one of hockey's most
remarkable accomplisments. yet he
maintains the calm, justanother-day-at-the-office
attitude that brought him
to this historic moment.
If Boston wins or ties at
Buffalo Wednesday night
with Peeters in the net, he
will match former Bruin
Gerry Cheevers, now his
coach, for the longest
unbeaten streak, 32
games, .by a National
Hockey League
goaltender. It was Nov.
11, 1982 when Peeters last

lost.
"I don't think about the
streak,". he says. "If I
think about those things it
would take some positive

National
League
Hockey

things away from my
game. I just play the
game and try to sneak
away with the two points.
I think to do otherwise,
I'd get flustered."
But to his strongly supportive defensemen, who
have limited the shots

Alpha Gamma Rho
4th Annual

against. hip) during the'
streak to 23.4 per game. streak until now." says
the milestone is defenseman Mike
Milbury. ':We're also not
concerned about. our
streak (Boston Is I5-0-2

something special.
"We haven't given

much

thought to

an)

sin(•c losing Jan. 2u.
We're only thinking
now about 32 in a row
We'd like to deliver it to
Pete asa little bit of a

Saturday,

Olympics will delay Walker signing
NEW HAVEN, Conn.
( AP) — Attention all pro
football teams: You can
draft Herschel Walker
next year, but -don't expect to sign him until
after the summer Olympics.
"If I make the Olympic
team, I won't even think
about football until the
Olympics are over," says
the 220-pound Walker, a
rare combination of
power and world-class
sprinter speed who needs
824 yards in his senior
season to become college
football's all-time
rushing king.
Walker plans to try out
for the Olympic team in
the -100 meters and
perhaps the 400-meter
relay. "The Olympics are
so unique. Not too many
get that opportunity, and
if I get it I'm going to take
It," he said.
Walker was here over
the weekend for the
Walter Camp Football
Foundation's annual banquet, which honored him
as 1912 Player of the
Year. For a change, the
questions about his future
— vrill he turn,pro before
completing his eligibility

at Georgia have abated
This winter, he has
somewhat
competed in a halfdozen
"I still get asked about track meets, with the
it, but I've said I'm going Southeastern Conference
to return to Georgia," and NCAA Indoor ChaniWelker said, adding, "If pionships -on tap, and has
someone Comes up with
an unbelievable offer I'm
willing to think about it,
but someone will have Ito
make a great offer."
However, both the National Football League
and the new United States

run "some of.the fastest
times I've ever run."
Walker has been
remarkably free of injuries during his three
years

at

Georgia.

A

broken thumb suffered in
a preseason scrimmage
last August limited him to.
20--yards on 11the opener.- Come fail, he
will again .be. -a special
target for Georgia's opponents.
"That doesn't bother
me," he said "That's
what I signed to come to
Georgia for
to carry
the ball."

Football League prohibit

BIOS tor7
of raAlt

the signing
underclassmen. so
Walker's pro career
seems destined to begin
in 1984.
His only immediate
goal was to return to
Athens and resume his
studies in criminal
justice, some of which
consists of accompanying
police officers on their,
rounds. He said Georgia
Coach Vince Dooley was
aware that be was in a
squad car once during a
chase at speeds of over 110
miles an hour.
"I haven't made any
arrests," Walker said
with a laugh. "I don't
think I could do that. I
don't have the heart for
It

fi

Thursday, Feb. 17
* THE MAIN EVENT *
Foboloos Ones vs. The Shoop Hoarders
*HANDICAP MATCH*
Mil Dvndee vs. Adresse Street,
Jim Can't% & Miss Lied.
*SOUTHEIN HEAVY WEIGHT*
TUTU MATCH
Taffy TeSar vs. Jacqvis Itwoogoes
Mos 2 Odor Great Matches

lime Tidiets Available At
lemisielest Willi Cads
sr Um[muftis Cuter
Tickets Nay k Purchased
At TM leer At HIPi
barrel ibis* Seats SW
kora Massie $5.11
Ibick Tiles Is ill P.M.
SNOOKS BY TIE MOM
ff Pt URA ALM FIATEMITY

BEiT BREAKFAST
DEAL

/
I

MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL

SPECIAL

THIS THURSDAY FIB. 17, AT 7:00 P.M.
FEATURING THE DUAL WAVE MICROWAVE
SEE THE G.E. HOME ECONOMIST COOK ON THE
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COOKS FROM THE
BOTTOM AS WELL AS THE TOP

Will PlIll 'ST104110(11 TRUCK
5000 51645
11111 MONTT IS 100'. DIM liiTOR 4 PlACIS

TICKETS AT GATE $5.00
GROUP RATIS $4.00
CIlltDIEN UNDER 6 FREE
TO ORDER TICKETS SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO

Sas•

‘,75oo TO

Zia 0en
IN TOWN /
2 Eggs & 3 pc. Salon
Choice of Pancakes or Horw•niode Stsc cmd

iMplso Gamma Rho
JIM PULl tiCAITS
11107 CoNsisto.

50U U

•

Silwrily,11•61wely 42075
lithmon•Noo Cove., 1,5(5 P,I Coomotim

502 753 9117 or SO2 753 2943

Coffee
ALL FOR ONLY $2.25 TAX INCLUDED
SERVED MOM. THRU SAT. 6 TILL 11 a.m.

CN EVERY MICPOWAVE

'I

ROSTON TEA PARTY - US 641 NORTH

MURRAY APPLIANCE 8, T.V.
753 1586

212( MAIN

SAVE 150 ON THIS
COLOR COMPUTER
DISK SYSTEM

Compare your
Homeowners
Coverage
with this:
•F

Complete System

84895

/
//

//
i
///
/
///
///
i

Reg. 998.95

aW

/
/i1

•Includes 16K Extended BASIC
Color Computer (Cat. No. 26-3002)
And 156,000-Character Storage
Disk Drive (26-3022)
•Add Our Disk Software for Word
Processing, Financial Planning
Electronic Filing and More
•Attaches to Any TV (not included)

Already Own a TRS-80 Color Computer
With Extended BASIC? Add a
Disk Drive—Enjoy 156K Storage

For
Only

449
00
•wsi
00

SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST

Radio/hawk

RADIO SHACK STORE.
COMPUTER CENTER
DEALER
PARTICIPATING
• OR

ernerit cost (Jere.
repairing
qua,anteed
(t,tA.ottirlti your horrie

• Fiji. •i.p

coverage tor your
guar aniei.ii,

Otit

,o,f`a
pen,
•

r
1/r

/1
i
//r
/
0i
1

26, 6:30

51004 14•4116•41
P11121 MONTT MAI TO I AU /RI STATI RIOUIPAIWTS

44 Gram
Nosh Brown Potatoes
co'

............-.................................,,„
ti
CHAMPIONSHIP,/
rr
WRESTLING
r
at tie MSU Exposition Center

Indoor Sanctioned
4 WHEEL DRIVE
TRUCK PULL

(iito

on silverware and

40(ilwarc
•S',"4)() i .ii,orage on jewelry and !WS•S1(11! oi)0

personal liability coven:1(w

Plur ii 'it qt." other valuable coverages. And
they re rl(ii added ( ost options They no
built into .1 single policy the now HOME
DEFN()FF Homeownors Policy from Stale
Auto Insurance Companies
Compare cove?ages Then compare? rates
Chances are you may be paying more and
getting less
Call us lot del.s

PURDOM &
THURMAN
INSURANCE •
407 Maple
753-4451
R•Orirsir,r,nv

A DIVISION Of TANOY C0O1P004AT 0014

Sale Ends 2/28/63
PRICES MAY VARY AT INOIVIDUAL

$TOAES A1410 DEALERS

fiR Stato"

Auto

ktlidareffe•

New Danville prison seen as stopgap measure

•
•

Domino's
kj, Pizza
Delivers..
The Price
••
• Destroyer
•
Pizza
with the Price
Fast...Free through
Destroyer-.
Delivery
gAz zit.
Destroyer' ,s elms
onting the high cost
753-9844
terii pizza *ewe bonging
breaks,

Dominos

The

No ordinary
PIoce

of

irtu alt the toppings you

Hour',

rw'I

NM

& 1911'. I iwsdai k_rbruar.1

PAGE Is lilt. Mt 14/141.k)
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,

Danville got a boost
earlier this month when a
federal judge declared
that an emergency exists
because of overcrowding
in Kentucky's penal
system
The nine prisons have
3.659 beds As of last
%eel. 3.665 of those beds
were filled
In addition, 555 inmates
in county jails are
assailing transfer to state
prisons
Because. there are

facing a crisis situation in

to.try

SpIPC1111 Blond of Sauce
and 100‘•• Real Cheese

,,a5 • ..•
[1.•,,Irr„51•5 •

Additional Items

1',
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prisoners

4,220i

overcrowding

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
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The state also implemented a plan in
which county jails have to
keep inmates longer if
they're to be sent to a
stale prison.
About $1.6 million will
be spent this year by the
state to convert the old
Danville Youth Developmeat Center to house 150
state inmates
The state expects the
Danville prison, to be
named Northpotnt Training Center. eventually to
house 500 inmates
And 'even with a 500bed facility near Danville. additional
measures will have to be
taken to compensate for
the inmate growth within
the next few years,"
Wilson said

tto( prison beds, the
entered into conwith room needed nov fir ,t.1
ear
with
more than 4.200 inmate, tr.i. tN last
now and enough spa( r• hs set, vral count) pills to
0111' state prisoners who
1965 to house an addl.
.sru +.1thin nine months of
tiona I 1.600 inmates
The state's effort, 5. thcir prii)ected release
establish a prison ric.i!
prison

To (jive you a
/k.i/
1iarrute• ombinanoe 01
aiet•T , v selected
• .,
io,op.nuo
.1 tt,te otbce
.1

All Pizzas Include Our

•

FRANKFORT. Ky
A planned new
'AP,
prison in Danville will be
a welcome addition to the
state system, but Corrections Secretary George
Wilson doesn't expect it
to do more than buy some
time
"Danville is only a
stopgap measure.Wilson said It will help
this year but its not a
cure-all for what's down
the road "
Wilson says the state is

14'
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Your individual
Horoscope

Commistioh acts

stars say, read the forecast
gives for your birth sign

NEWPORT. Ky. (API
The Newport City AREps
Commission recommend- i man 21 to Apr. 19)
ed that the controversial you'll hear from someone
city housing board "take unexpected. Good news comes
no action to hinder" an from afar. Luck for those who
FBI invesa tiga lion of deal with agents, advisers and
publishers.
federal grants.
The board also urged TAURUS
Mayor Irene Deaton to(APr. 20 to MaY 20) 640
:
11,
replace two members of You'll profit from behindthe five-person board who the-scenes help. and You may
go Into business as a silent
recently resigned. •
Deaton, who also sits on partner. A close tie has good
the housing board, accus- financial news'
ed the housing ad- GEMINI
iMay 21 toJune 20) 1181/11
r•
ministration of mishandlRomantic introductions
ing certain funds and
come through friends. Partspending money without
ners are in an expansive
board approval. He corn- mood. social life is happily
plaints to the federal highlighted now.
government are under in- cANual
vestigation.
(Junen to July 22)
C'haddie Salisbury. the A lucky career break may

executive director, said come today. Job hunters
she would appeal to a receive valuable leads. Now's
federal court if she is the time to promote - yourself
and your interests.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Be outgoing and you'll attract benefits. Romantic pro
spects improve and an unexpected encounter is fortunate.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 toSept. 22) WP%.
It's a favorable time to buy

fired.

op.

5-

aim gimes
ago.
esasib
501.1NPS L
A GOOP II7EA
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By Abigail' Van Buren

Man's0-he-Night Stand
Causes Wife Daily Pain
DEAN

Three years ago, my rvll year old husband
sine night -romance- with a co worker
half his tigr on the night lwfore she was to move hi an
other state
I thought we had the perfect marriage. hut evidently we
didn't Abby. the pain Wall terrible' I can't understand
why he did it I thought if we talked openly about it and I
knew exactly what happened between them — in detail —
I might be able to set things tram him point of view, hut
he refulies I.. liscusa it
Ile said he wins sorry and it would -never -happen again.
so in time I forgase him The problem is. I can't forget
Nut unr das gibes by that I am nut reminded of this girl
and what went on between them I Teel her presence con
stonily between us — especially at night It's as though
she is always lying an bed between us I keep telling
myself that if this happened since, it could happen again
with SI/TON 141Y rher
sit 21i years had is

•
•
fii

1'isn't live the rest of ms life feeling that -way
help me

Please

1)F:till:RATE
DEAR DESPERATE: People who say they can forgive but can't forget have not really forgiven. Don't

,AND THE YEAR AFTER
THAT,
OET
WHATI

press your husband for • more detailed account of
"what happened"; it would only give you more to
agonise about.
Your inability (or unwillingness) to .let go of this
punishing incident indiestes that you need professional help to put these destructive feelings to rest
once and for all.
• ••

Aw now
Iwo cat*
w tam

good one for taxpayers"
A new prison to house
more inmates is not the
answer, says Louisville
lawyer Oliver Barber. H,.
represented Kentucky
State Penitentiary inmates who were SAWcessful in their federal
suit to limit the population at the Eddyville
pnson.
"The '14 Legislature
would have to spend 150
million to do that (build a
prisonl," Barber said
-They could take a tenth
of that amount and put it
into pre-release centers,
halfway houses, other
community-based programs and cut down the

the maroon and white,"
Alford said.
•'Then we'll keep our
Mustangs and also our
butts at Lone Jack High
School."
People have "lost overcrowding in
perspective" in the fight prisons."
over names and colors
Slusher said.
"Our whole motive, our
main interest and whole
goal is to prbvide a strong
educational program."
he said.
Bell County, with an
enrollment . of 910, and
Lone Jack, with 285
pupils, serve families
who live outside the county's principal towns,
Pineville and MidFrances Drake
dlesboro.
FOR WEDNESDAY,
The new school is under
FF.BRUARY 16,1913
construction on a mounIda of day will tomorWhat
tainside south of Pineville
be?
row
Ti Rad out what the
S
on U 25

tv

;

I SAID--"DON'T FORGET
TO VVIPE YOUR FEET"

4

TRIE17 TO
MAKE II- MORE
INTERESTING
BY WRITING ST
s-rorz V FORM

PINEVILLE, Ky.(AP)
- Selection of a name
and school colors for a
new high school has
touched off heated debate
in Bell County.
"If Jesus came down
here and tried to settle it.
I doubt that he could
please everybody." said
Bell County High School
Principal Pearl Ray
1.efevers
When the new school is
completed in the fall of
1984, it will consolidate
bitter sports rivals -Lone Jack High School's
blue-and-white Mustangs
and Bell County's
maroon-and-white Bobcats.
County School
Superintendent Ike
Slusher thought it a
reasonable compromise
when he announced at a
school board meeting last
week that the new school
would bear Lorte Jack's
colors and Bell County's
nickname:
But more than 100 Lone
Jack students and alumni
stormed out of the room.
They were joined by a
small contingent from the
old Henderson Settlement
High School, which was
merged with Bell County
in 1976
Lone Jack supporter
Orville Alford spoke for
many of the protesters,
who were still resentful
over the board's vote last
month to name the new
school Bell County instead of Bell Central or
Bell County Central.
If the name must be
Bell County High School,
without identifying the
other two principal
schools in the identity.
then you might just as
well keep the Bobcat and

0
•(_.

_

04'W %./4.5.
7 FLIZZ'5
fit
'RT

Bell school debate goes on

5WEET AN 50CR" 7.)

I

-

"There are no other
available facilities in the
state like Daninlle that
can be reconverted into a
prison." Wilson said.
'• And because of federal

ff.'S

le

I DIDN'T
HEAR WHAT
YOU SAID

— construction of a NO-

bed pnson.

court orders that limit inmate population at our
present prisons. the next
administration and
Legislature will have to
deal with long-range correctional planning."
.
Wilson estimated that it
would cost 140 minion "to
build a new prison in Kentucky today That's why
the Danville situation is a

afg

Ai' IF %10t.i SEE msf
SWEET AN soviz AøO
PUNCH NIM 114 TkE NOSE '
41 .06
II !AV

SORRY
AUNT

He advocates a Plan he
suggested when he
became corrections
seeretary in January 19110

DEAK ABBY Yesterday I received an invitation to ii
bndal shower It stated. -Anything for the kitchen or bath
will he appreciated" A "P S" was included "Check with
one of the hostesses to avoid duplicate."
In the nest place. I am not a close friend of the•bride.to
be In fact. I barely "'now her. And the three hostesses are
total strangers to me!
I have no interest in attending this shower but was told
that I am obligated to send •gift whether I attend or not.
Can Mat be?
What is the object of such•shower?
.
APPALLED IN OHIO

DEAR APPALLED:Tbo object of sods•*bower la
to soak isa many people as possible. Illostirgsg
S we* know the brief and the limmanow aro otrongmo to
you, your only obligation is to *end your regrets.
• • •

Problem's? You'll feel better if you get them off
year them. Write to Abby, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood, Calif. 9003$. Por a personal reply, please
file!~•stamped, self-addressed envelope.

or sell property. Check out all
leads even if they seem
unusual. Domestic life is
fulfilling.
LIBRA

(Sept. 73to oct. njinen

Reconciliations are favored.
It's a good time to clear up
misunderstandings. Expect
some favorable developments today.
SCORPIO
(Oct. Z3 to Nov.21)
Business ventures begun
now will prove lucrative. An
unexpected opportunity could
arise. Experimental methods
will succeed.
SAG MARIUS
(Nov. ntoDec.21) 4.4
A chance encounter turns into a fun get-together. Yout
personality attracts benefits.
Children are a source of happiness.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.•toJan. 19)
You'll feel good about
yourself if you finish those uncompleted tasks. You have
luck with domestic interests.
AQUARRIS
(Jan.Zito Feb. 11)
Unexpected news pleases
you. You receive travel invitations. Don't take a
indifference er,onaUy.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.ID/
More than one career opportunity cornea now. Make contact with those who can help
you. Follow up an all leads.
Success is forthcoming.
YOU BORN TODAY are not
as gregarious as UN typical
member if your Apt. 6L
times, you can be a loner and
are not your
str
Para
tier
t. You have
strung
analytical mind and "cold
hake a good critic, especially
in creative areas You belong

ineetc

In the professions and will
have success in education,
law, religion and science You
also have good business sense
and muich artistic talent. Suc-

cess comes to you in personal
re:aUonships when you learn
to show your feelings. RVthdste of: Edgar Bergen, actor; Sonny Bono, entertainer,,
and John Schlesinger, director.

C
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2. Notice

2. Nolo

5-661M-013650--06COMING
SOON
VERNON'S
ULTIMATE
WESTERN
WORLD

"Wised Lie end Ac•
cideat's IRA coo
georentee yea and
year spews* a retiremeat income yea can't
siertivel"

OPE)000 Q_ Q919 O.

Ed

Jennings

Box 64
Murray Ky
42071

Watch for grand
opening.
ofriteic Plus
Money, Ry.

COMING SOON
COLD

News S miewtos7 Coll
759-4444 ler en inspirational omissive to
brighten yore. day.
Children's tape 7S94443.
•

SILVER
CUSTOM
JEWELERS

Mt You *oil like our
pp barge selection of

Witch for
OP•flial

from•s

CARTER ;wow
300 MAIN

Immomaimmir
Congratulations
and good lack to
C.C.H.S. Laker
Paul Vought at the
Kentucky State
Diving
Championship
from Murray Calloway County
Swim Team
Association.
41111mimmesmumm&

nun c••••••••co.

irw
Seder Ini• em Solos Dwwil
will be it ear al•mr
fr•• 6 30 Ili toi 110
Timmins
Tliorsiloys ised fr46oys.
PUID01145, Olt/5*011U ,
PON1BAC, CADILLAC
1406 W. M.
1535311

HOW FINANCE IS NU
LEAVING MURRAY as meg
Mace commies km
cloud Moir offices Is lir
ray M sneer suresslint
otos We Am Ism is
istsess is Wester. An
hay tor 36 years ail lure
us plots to close at lows
We cossikr It a persoul
plume to Serf/ all you
Ni
lioaocial peels
speculize a 1st asel 211
ntrtins rut estate Isms
Plum call me telly ael I
will NO we of all your
tioascui mots We vat to
.w,. -gin u it
spporboity to sore yor
Imolai sets

113 Null Stroll
/S3 1112

Caisstslay'

Greed

Olympic Plaza

751 1791

hole Tom

GOVE RNME hit JOBS
Various posi loos
available through Wet
goyirrnment agencies
570.000 to $SC 000 poten
Cali i refunoeuzie
Nal
6191 369 1304
dept
K 114 for your 1913
directory lhrS
Help loc ate a Orient!
JOhn Hayden Futrell
Contact Box 15. Wood
burfl.Ky 41170
A
Manager Train**
management position
can be yours at 6
months specialize
training
Earn up to
515 000 to 10 000 a year
in management We will
-.end you to skr000l tor a
minimum of two weeks
train you Ti the field to
start Selling and SerV•r
,fig estat5', Stied ac
10
(Punt.,
V Ou need
ar
be
have
WOO
A
bona•an.e 21 reit.% old
or over
have a nigh
school education
be
ambit,ous and aggres
Cali now for
sive
a1:300,ntmero 502 443
3313. ask for Robert
Alsbury between 10is m
toep m

Former Uncle
Beading

Loo's

5 Lost and Found
Found male black and
brown collie Puppy.
Pine Bluff Shores area
4.36 25020r 436 2245
Lost garnet rrng
Saturday at 641 S
Boones Laundry • If
found all 753 3507

6. Help Wanted
Assistant Manager for
Murray and surround
.ng area mus? be wide
awake person of good
appearance. and-' good
Benefits in
character
ctude life insurance,
hospitalization. re
tiriment program plus
We have a
bonuses
very aggressive man
apement training pro
It interested be
gram
at Holiday Inn In
Murray. Wed . Feb 16
at 6 30p.m or Thurs .
171h at 9 00a m
Feb
Absolulilli no Phone
calls pleaSt:'
Brick layer helpers
wanted. no experience
necessary 753 3272
Expanding Pet)Si Cola
Firm has opening in K y
and Tenn area for Sales
Management Oriented
Persons'
individuals
selected will train under
actual working con
(talons as well as in the
classroom Sales and/or
direct employee super
vision desirable, degree
in marketing business
administration or other
related field is
Excellent,
preferred
opportunity for advan
cement, good starting
-pay-and-benef/41- Apply
in person at the Paris
54
Pepsi Cola, Hwy
West, Paris. Tenn Feb
15 and 16, lam to Sp m
If unable to apply in
Person on these days,
Tim
send resume to
Elder. Marion Pepsi
Cola Bottling Co . P 0.
Box 129. Marion.Ill
62959

•

Mechanic wanted'
Naise
aualiVcations
certified.- electrical' and
diesel background
preferred lend resume
to P O
Box 1 0 401
Murray

New Openings tor
nationMide industries
no sates
will tram.
515.000 plus a year For
info call 1 111 931 7051
ex, 1174A .
O IL COMPAN'r
Off shore
OPENING
rigs. no experience
necessary, start irn
mediateiy. 35 000 plus
per year For 'Norma
ton call I 312 920 9364
Ext 1774B
Responsible older man
with experience in
rtecTr1C111- apptiani.
Must be honest and able
to dear with public Call
759 4101
Kirby Sales
and Service

9. Situation Wanted
Would like to tease dark
fire tobacco base
753 0090

11. Instruction
Aerobic Dancing
Free
introductory classes
14, 6p m
Monday Feb
lp m
Wed Feb
16
Place Stewart Stadium
Room- 226 _dr 27$...
campus call _Karen trir
more information
/53
9/74

13. For Sale or Trade
For Sale
for car.
Hammond
141 RV,
Cabinet
after ip m

Or will trade
Model L 112
Organ with
Leslie Tone
Call 753 6605

14. Want to Buy
50 Acres more or less
with older home and
tobacco base between
Mayfield and Murray
247 1391
Burley Poundage for 13
crop 753 0074
Two story house. 3 1
minimum 3,000 sq ft
Within city limits or 2
mile radius thereof
Call 753 9571 after 4p m

16. Home Furnishi
21" Color Console T V
twin bed with A frame,
box springs and mat
tress. 1 lazy WY re
(liners 1 maple love
seat rockers. 2 table
lamps Call 753 0004
Set of solid 'noble bunk
beds or twin beds with
large matching chest,
box springs and mat
tress included
$230
Call 753 1463
Small drop leaf Early
*Ter's( an breakfast
Early
table. $40
American hide a way
cOuCh, good condition,
Swivel rocker.
$150
god $50 /5,1474

17. VitcuuM Cleaners
For sale Electrolux and
Filter Queen Vacuum
Cleaner Both like new
C•II 739
Guaranteed
401

19. Farm Eluipment
11 Ft I H Chisel PlOw.
416 inch Ford Bottom
Plow, 12 ft 3 0 Disc 4
row I H Planter. 3 Of
Hitch Seeder. /66 I H
Tractor 119 2425
1900 245 MF Diesel
Tractor. less than 300
*Our1. 1 Tutline wheel
WK. 163 bushel gravity
sampan vs/1 ton running
gear. 1240 John Deere
planter, 1 row John
Deere planter. 2 rown
Ford rotary 1600. 16'
Harvest Handler Corn
elevator wilts HP MK
Cal
frit motor

7536656

To Place Your

73. ExtermInatIg

Classified
Phone

1531916

Kelley's Termite
IL Pot Control
Pim.733.314

36.For Rent or Lease

21. MilaHlAneOuS
F reorgoct
1172 50
733 1711 after Sp m

rick

SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call JObn
Boyer 753 0331
Scanner bought new at
Christmas $200
437
4170

Pp, Rent
tenable 'acre.
C •
County
313 $45 0491

•

Lots tor Sale

44
A 1.

4,5 Farms for Sale

37 Livestock Suppits

•:-;••••.••

Registered f, , •
ford bul
5 •
excellent her
Se4050ned hisrdw000 all spec? 4119 25v • •••
Sites available up to 77
m
inches 129 rick Green
US rick Delivered and
Stacked 753 3416
Suppl es

i•

•

Joyce Noel s Tax ser
Prices start at
vice
$I 54) for short forms No
waling
Copies made
on the spot and ready to
mad 419 7440

HODGES TAX SERVICE
new propering in•
divides', business,
form sad ether
returns. 1104 Pelee
Norm. 759 1425

27 Moolle Home Sales
_

T*••••• bedroom 1901
Bu( caneer Mobile
Home 74411 I': both
all electric. dishwasher
brown
SY7'n'a 4e root
mosSOnofe siding excel
tent condition
was
bought new
$17 SOO
Cali 753 5671 between
9• 30a rn Spun

C ,1 11

.o,..•!ono
.
'53 :440 atter $0 m

46 HOrtieS for Sale

31 Pets

b.Business Services

14 7 3 • %AGO Roacs,er
APPI , ence se,
dryers
Conve•,,t , e
c•cellen, *asne•
rerr.gerator
ondo•coro c lii 247 4760 freezer
and
electric heat
Irre ,
^1
"
03 1, brands
1.1..0*.$1.De
*e.iirndS,
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AUCTION
Surplus units from South Central
Bell
LOCATION:
Murray Auto Auction
5 miles North of Murray on Hwy.
1824 Thursday, Feb. 17 at 5:45

p.m. Included are cars, vans and
utility trucks. Terms:
Cash or previously approved
checks.
Call 753-8300

stoo

ATARI

Only the sale of telephone vehicles
will be open to the public.
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Siding: Vinyl, Aluminum & Steel
SO Yr. Warranty

Ovarhang: Aluminum 30 Warranty
Roofing: Steel & Aluminum
Standing Siam Steel Roof
Aluminum Storm Windows/Doors
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL TODAY 759-1600
DAY/NIGHT
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OBITUARIES

Wayne Adams dies Monday

Mrs. Parks dies at Westview

received two separate donaDONATIONS - The Adult Mentally Handicapped Center in Murray recently
Baas Club, presented a contions from local groups ( Left photo, Paul Ataggard, representing the Murray
, rePreeentini the SOW
Vickers
photo
YR'
l
!Right
tribution to Dianna Harrison, representing the center.
continue to present $50 to the
Creek Baptist Church. presented a 850 donation to Harrison The church will
center each month

superintendent campaign
McDonald-starts public instruction
rec.yclnew leadership
superintendent from

1,EXIN(;TON. K
Al" Mebonald,
API
• former deputy
superintendent of public
instruction, opened her
campaign for the
superintenent's fob on
, Monday with four stops
• aroundthe state

Shc plans nine stops
during a three-day swing
to get her campaign off
the ground
The other announced
candidate for the
superintendent's lickst Ii
State Auditor Dr. James
'11 Graham. who was

trig old politicians won't
to 1980.
"Now more than ever work"
McDonald last month
we need an advocate for
education, not a resigned as federal
bureaucrat." MiDonald. liaison for the state
42.'said at a Lexington Department of Education
news conference "Now in order to launch the
more than ever we need campaign.

Mrs (lance h Parks,
Rt 5. died Monday at
9.50 p m at the Westview
Nursing Home. Her husband. Gilbert A Parks.
died Jan 16.1975.
The deceased was a
member of Pleasant
Valley Church of Christ
Born Dec 27. 1900, in
Calloway County. she
was the daughter of 'the
late Wesley Cook and
Mary Bailey Cook
Mrs Parks is survived
b3c two sisters, Mrs Edwin Culista I Thompson,
513 South 13th St . and
Mrs Fred "Opal Blair,
Nashville, Tenn.: one
brother, Dewward Cook.
/It S.
Also surviving are
several nieces and
nephews
Services will be
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home

MORRIS BILBREY

Bank changes name

ment
LEXINGTitN, K.
WOODMEN BLDG MURRAY 753 9476
That . management
When word came
f Al'
STOCKS MUNICIPAL BONDS MUTUAL FUNDS
that loan-losses•had sunk would continue intact.
the flagship of Jake But- Hen said, with Arch G
cher's United American Mamous Jr as president.
Hank group. directors of and Frank Barker as vice
2314 unc
Goodyear
his bank in Lexington chairman of (Aliens Stock Market Furnished by First of
14
_•,1
Union
.333
and
17nited
Michigan.
'Moved quickly.
98%.
•.1 39 • IS,
A few Mors later, it Ani_eriCan . Bank of Industrial Average
.56k1 ±3t
IC. Penney'
was announced the local Somerset
Depositors withdrew Air Products
251-1i11 251-4A
Jerieo
44'r
bank's name had been
464:Johnson & Johnson
changed and that Butcher about $1 million from the American Motors
.unc.
72
27".. • 21.
K Mart
27'. -14
had been replaced as its. bank Monday, Bell said. -Ashland
64, 4. 1r
Most of it waS•taken bra American Telephone
Mary Kay Cos
.
671
chief executive officer
35 unc
Penwalt 16'. une.
*'I think it's almost MI- single, major customer Chrysler
402, ..1.7
46 -14
who - p-romised to Dupont .
Quaker Oats
04.211(11:e to move with
317. _1 4
Texaco
42'. • 1 4
that kind of haste." said redeposit it Tuesday upon Ford
+
23'.
U S Tobacco
2
Ttaniny Bell. one Of the hearing of the board's ac- C. A F. .
sot. +'e
lion,
said...
Bell
Wal
Mart
42'.
-lurid bank's directors "If
+"
General Dynamics
641,
151s
Wendy's
depositors, lose con- • ''Every depositor General Motors
183.H. 1111.A.
Wetterau
34 -1 4
ur bank, it's we've talked to, big and General Tire
fidence in
Yield.....$48
little, is . glad .we're Goodrich :..
33 • ST.
a very bad thing "
United American Bank disassociating ourselves
MORRIS BILBREY REPRESENTING
from t 7mted American
If 1.exington opened for
had
the
of
because
•
Bank
business •taday as
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER ',IR(
Citizens Union National publicity," Bell said
Bank and Trust Co That'
MICROWAVE COOKING SCHOOL
had been its name before
THIS THURSDAY FEB 17,AT 7:00 P.M.
Butcher, a politicianfinancier from Knoxville,
FEATURING THE DUAL WAVE MICROWAVE
Tenn . acquired controllSEE THE G.E. NOME ECONOMIST COOK ON THE
ing interest last year
ONLY MICROWAVE THAT COOKS FROM THE
-Vice Chairman Ken P
BOTTOM AS WILL AS THE TOP
Warman wa., named to
Butcher as chief.
',u.
executive officer But-cher remaim% chairman
17500
•••••-• I
TO
of the board, but will not
•
piiiiiimemiu
_control the bank's day-toJOVIAL .
day operations. Bell Said
MIMI•
is.. •
Butcher's attorney was

Stock market

Gulf?*

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION

Tillman Taylor will officiate
Burial will follow in
Hicks Cemetery
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 5 p.m.
today I Tuesday

Miss Garland's
funeral today
at local chapel
The funeral for Miss
Lucy Garland is today at
2 p.m in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev,
Heyward Roberts is officiating. Music is by
members of Flint Baptist
Church with William B.
Miller as song leader.
Pallbearers are Marvin
Earl Scott, Elvin Scott,
Roy Scott, Jr., Jerry
Downey, Dennis Downey
and Earl Downey
Bunal will follow in the
Lone Oak Cemetery.
Miss Garland. 81, Rt. 6.
died Sunday at 10:55 p.m.
at Murray-Callowal.
County Hospital.
She is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Roy Scott.
Rt. 2, one brother. Clifton
Garland, Rt. 6, and
several 'nieces and
nephews.

Wayne lax Adams, 61.
Rt. 1, Puryear. Tenn.,
died about noon Monday
at Jackson-Madison
County General Hospital,
Jackson,Tenn.
He was an employee of
the Southern Clay Co..
Paris. Tenn., and a
former employee of the
Maintenance Department .of Henry County
SchoolSystem.
Mr. Adams was a
member of the First
United Methodist Church
and a Navy veteran of
World War II. Born
March 20, 1921, in
Oklahoma, he was the son
of Maggie Lax Adams
and the late Rufus
Adams One brother,
Keith Adams, preceded
him in death
Survivors include his
wife. Mrs. Sarah Ann
Deep Adams, to whom- he
was married on Nov. 27.
1947; his mothei, Mrs.
Maggie • Lax Adams,

Hog market
1tra. SI•t•

adult:

1••o

Finis ii 1113
Keetart INniip. ire" lint Wart"
Kiri!whin 4 Dining %Pure
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
-406.11141114
.54

1980 Chevy Custom Deluxe 30
Series
4 door, dual tanks, 3 speed outomot.,
350V8

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

i4 544

1rivroLt•

I'S:
IS: 3 1111-410 Ito

13 1 I C.4.101
11 1 40430
1.132-131111113.•
4142 00
Din

la MS: II
DI SU•
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Buchanan,Tenn.
Also surviving are
three. alders, Mrs. Meta
Knight, Parts, Tens..
Mrs. Cynthella Stewart,
Brighton, Tenn.. and
Mrs. Annetta Valentine,
Buchanan. Tenn.: three
brothers. Harry Adams.
Poway, Calif.. Desmond
Adams, Puryear, Tann_
and Sherrill Adams, Pittsford.H.Y.
The funeral will be
Thursday at 10:30 a.m. in
the LeDon Chapel of
Ridgeway Morticians.
Pans, Tenn. The Rev. Fil
Boston and David Alan
Jackson will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Bill
Lax. David Hugh
Jackson, Dorris ReiTalett.
John Rowlett, J. W
Adams and Horace Lee
Adams
Burial will follow in
Bethel Cemetery near
Buchanan.Trim.
'Friends may call at the
funeral home.
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A BEDDING SALE YOUCANNOT AFFORD TO MIS

'15000

informed of the change,
he added
"I don't want it to appear tluit this board is
kicking a dog when he's
down." Bell said -Ile's
got a lot of problems and
he's got to devote full attention to them'
United American Bank
of Knoxville, centerpiece
of
u irr's finhiR tat
empire, was declared In• solvent Monday and the
Federal Drposit Insurance Corp. was
negotiating a merger
with another bank
It was the fourth
largest commercial bank
failure in U S history.
Citizens Union "was
never really a part of the
United American t group
except for the name and
some group advertising,"
Bell said ''It was always
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